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a b s t r a c t

Parigot’s λµ-calculus (Parigot, 1992 [1]) is now a standard reference about the
computational content of classical logic as well as for the formal study of control operators
in functional languages. In addition to the fine-grained Curry–Howard correspondence
between minimal classical deductions and simply typed λµ-terms and to the ability
to encode many usual control operators such as call/cc in the λµ-calculus (in its
historical call-by-name presentation or in call-by-value versions), the success of the
λµ-calculus comes from its simplicity, its goodmeta-theoretical properties both as a typed
and an untyped calculus (confluence, strong normalization, etc.) as well as the fact that
it naturally extends Church’s λ-calculus. Though, in 2001, David and Py proved [2] that
Böhm’s theorem, which is a fundamental result of the untyped λ-calculus, cannot be lifted
to Parigot’s calculus.

In the present article, we exhibit a natural extension to Parigot’s calculus, the
Λµ-calculus, in which Böhm’s property, also known as separation property, can be stated
and proved. This is made possible by a careful and detailed analysis of David and Py’s proof
of non-separability and of the characteristics of the λµ-calculus which break the property:
we identify that the crucial point lies in the design of Parigot’s λµ-calculus with a two-
level syntax. In addition, we establish a standardization theorem for the extended calculus,
deduce a characterization of solvability, describeΛµ-Böhm trees and connect the calculus
with stream computing and delimited control.

© 2012 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

Curry–Howard in classical logic. Curry–Howard correspondence [3]was first designed as a correspondence betweenminimal
logic and the simply typed λ-calculus. Extending the correspondence to classical logic took more than two decades but it
resulted in strong connections between classical logic and control operators in functional programming languages as first
noticed by Griffin [4]: he analyzed the logical content of Felleisen’s C operator [5] by observing that it can be given the type
of double-negation elimination.

Shortly after Griffin, various systems were introduced to give a computational interpretation to classical logic deepening
the logical analysis started by Griffin (to name only a few, Parigot’s λµ-calculus [1], Girard’s LC [6,7], Rehof and Sørensen’s
λ∆-calculus [8], Barbanera and Berardi’s symmetric λ-calculus [9] etc.). Among those proposals, Parigot’s λµ-calculus [1]
is an extension of the λ-calculus which is isomorphic to a presentation of minimal classical natural deduction, called free
deduction [10], and in which one can encode common control operators (call/cc, C and A operators). The λµ-calculus
possesses two kinds of variables: term and continuation variables, the latter dealing with classical reasoning.

(Delimited) control operators. Control operators are operators that allowus tomodify the usual execution order of a program,
typically by allowing a manipulation of the evaluation context or the continuation of the computation. They were first
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E[(C)λk.t] −→ t {⋆E/k}
E[(call/cc)λk.t] −→ E[t {⋆E/k}]

E[(⋆E′)t] −→ E ′[t]

Fig. 1. C and call/cc operators.

considered in the ’60s by Landin [11] and Reynolds [12] and started to be studied in an abstract way in the ’80s by Felleisen
et al. [13], later on finding a referential calculus with Parigot’s λµ-calculus [1]. The best-known control operators are
probably Felleisen’s C operator and Scheme’s call/cc, which are described in Fig. 1, where E is an evaluation context
and ⋆E is a reification of the evaluation context in the language.

The operational semantics of Fig. 1 shall be read as follows: the reification of the evaluation context, when invoked,
discards the current evaluation context E and reinstalls the reified context E ′. With this reification mechanism, C and
call/ccwork as follows: they both assigned the reified version of the current evaluation context (or current continuation),
⋆E , to k and continue the computation of t , either in the same evaluation context E, for the operator call/cc, or after
discarding this evaluation context, for the operator C.

Those control operators which allow to modify the control flow of a program are now an integral and important part of
high-level language definitions.While the computational content of classical logic is to be found in some standard non-local
control structures of programming languages, the logical content of control structures is not as clear. Indeed, even 20 years
after Griffin’s work, broad classes of control operators still remain unclear from a logical perspective. A typical example is
that of delimited control operators.

Delimited control operatorswere introduced in the late ’80s by Felleisen [14] on the one hand andDanvy and Filinski [15]
on the other. In the latter case, for instance, they consider composable continuations (thanks to the shift operator) with
an operator reset which delimits the scope of the continuation to be reified by shift. Delimited control extends the
expressiveness of control operators with effects as shown by Filinski [16]: any side-effect expressible in monadic style (that
is, in particular, references, exceptions, states, ...) can be simulated in the λ-calculus equipped with delimited control. The
logical content of delimited control operators is not well understood yet: Some recent results by Herbelin [17] hint that
delimited control has a role to play in logic to interpret axioms such as Markov’s principle (a weak form of double negation
elimination which preserves properties of intuitionistic logic while being not intuitionistically provable), but much remains
to be unveiled.

Böhm theorems. In 1968, Corrado Böhm [18] established a crucial syntactical property of the pure (or untyped) λ-
calculus. Böhm’s theorem (or Separation property, a terminology borrowed from Topology) ensures that, if t and u are two
syntactically distinct βη-normal forms of the λ-calculus, there is a context C[] such that C[t] and C[u] reduce to arbitrarily
different terms (such as different free variables x and y or Church booleans λx.λy.x and λx.λy.y).

This property has deep consequences, both on the semantical side and the syntactical one. On the onehand, it ensures that
a non-trivial model of the λ-calculus cannot identify two distinct βη-normal forms. On the other hand, this also means that
there is a sort of adequation between reduction rules and syntactical constructs of the language: the proof of the theorem
is constructive in the sense that any given subterm of a normal form can be explored by syntactical means thanks to a well-
chosen context (this is known as the Böhm out technique). Separation is done internally to the λ-calculus itself: no part
of a normal λ-term is inaccessible nor irrelevant for computation and only constructions of the λ-calculus are required to
achieve this program exploration.

A similar result to Böhm’s theorem for the λ-calculus can be considered in many other frameworks. We shall refer more
generally to these results as Böhm theorems.

When a language does not satisfy the separation property, this means that the equational theory of the language and the
observational equivalence do not match. One can wonder how to fix this mismatch: can we find a variant of the language
for which those two theories actually correspond to each other?

λµ and Böhm theorem. The λµ-calculus became one of the most widely studied classical λ-calculi, both in the typed
and untyped settings, for several reasons: its simplicity, the fact that it extends intuitionistic natural deduction in a
straightforward way and the fact that it naturally extends the λ-calculus while retaining most of the λ-calculus standard
properties, contrarily to some other proposals. However, there is no such thing as a Böhm theorem for the λµ-calculus as
shown in 2001 by David & Py [2]: one can find a pair of ‘‘normal forms’’ that are not equivalent but non-separable.

In the present paper,we investigate an identical question but fromadifferent perspective:wewillwonderwhat is lacking
in the λµ-calculus for Separation to hold. As a result of a careful analysis of David and Py’s proof, we propose an extension
to Parigot’s λµ-calculus, the Λµ-calculus and prove a Böhm theorem for this extension. This is done by liberalizing the
syntactical constructs of the calculus and by giving a new presentation of the λµ-calculus that stresses the interpretation of
theΛµ-calculus as a calculus of terms and streams of terms.

TheΛµ-calculus is thus a Böhm-complete extension of Parigot’s λµ-calculus. Interestingly, the fact that theΛµ-calculus
satisfies Böhm theorem seems to be closely related to its ability to capture delimited control, a remark we shall develop in
this paper.
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While the emphasis was traditionally given to the delimited-control languages in call-by-value, recent works [19,20]
have advocated the reasons for studying call-by-name delimited control: the Λµ-calculus is actually such a call-by-name
calculus for delimited control.

Streams and infinitary λ-calculi. Another viewpoint on the Separation property in theΛµ-calculus is thatµ-abstraction can
be seen as abstracting over streams of Λµ-terms. This provides the Λµ-calculus with an operational intuition of a stream
calculus where one has the ability to abstract both on terms and streams. A weak form of this had already been noticed
by Parigot who considered that ‘‘the operator µ looks like a λ having potentially infinite number of arguments’’ [1]. The
understanding of calculi of the family of λµ as infinitary calculi is straightforward in theΛµ-calculus: µα is considered as
an abstraction over streams of terms (i.e. λxα1 . . . x

α
n . . . .t) while (t)α can be seen as the application of a function t to a stream

of inputs (i.e. (t)xα1 . . . x
α
n . . . ).

Infinitary λ-calculi have been considered in the literature [21–25] both to study infinite structures arising from lazy
functional languages and to study consistency problems in the standard λ-calculus. Though, infinitary λ-calculi have been
designed in a much different way fromwhat the study ofΛµ suggests: whereas in those frameworks, a reduction sequence
may have transfinite length, terms have a (possibly infinite) depth which is bounded by ω. In the Λµ-calculus, we will be
able to consider finite terms representing transfinite terms such as λx0, x1 . . . xω, xω+1 . . . xω·2.xω·2. This will be best shown
by the developments of Böhm trees for theΛµ-calculus in Section 6.

Structure of the paper. In Section 2 we discuss Böhm theorems. We first introduce Böhm’s result in its original framework,
the untyped λ-calculus, thenwe emphasize its consequences and significance and finally, we develop a discussion about the
failure of separation. In Section 3, we analyze in detail David and Py’s result for the λµ-calculus: after introducing Parigot’s
calculus, we explain how the non-separation proof goes [2]. Section 4 introduces the Λµ-calculus and develops some of
its meta-theory, establishing a standardization theorem, before we turn our attention, in Section 5, to the proof of Böhm
theorem for theΛµ-calculus. Finally, Section 6 introduces Böhm-like trees for theΛµ-calculus.

This paper extends two previous conference papers, Separation with streams in theΛµ-calculus [26] and Standardization
and Böhm trees in theΛµ-calculus [27].

Notations and conventions. We shall use Krivine’s notation [28] for λ-terms (resp. λµ, Λµ-terms):λ-application shall be
written (t)u and λ-application is left-associative, that is (t)u1 . . . uk−1uk shall be read as (. . . ((t)u1) . . . uk−1)uk. Moreover
we shall use in this paper a non-standard notation for λµ-terms that we introduced and justified in a previous work [26,
29]: we write (t)α instead of the more common [α]t . Terms shall always be considered up to α-equivalence.

2. Some observations about separation and non-separation

Böhm’s theorem [18] is a fundamental result of the λ-calculus meta-theory. The aim of this section is to give an
introduction to Böhm’s result in the λ-calculus, emphasize its consequences and significance and develop a discussion
about Böhm theorems beyond the scope of the λ-calculus and about the failure of separation (and how separation can
be recovered).

2.1. Böhm’s theorem in the λ-calculus

Definition 1. Consider a countable set V of variables (denoted by x, y, z . . . ).Σλ will refer to the set of λ-terms defined by
the following syntax:

t ::= x | λx.t | (t)u

λ-abstraction binds its variable; the reader is assumed to be familiar with the notions of free and bound variables, α-
equivalence and capture-avoiding substitution (which shall be written t {u/x} in this paper). A (single-hole) context is
defined as follows:

C ::= [] | λx.C | (C)t | (t)C

Filling the hole of C with a term t , written C[t], is defined as usual, with possible variable capture. λ-calculus reduction is
defined as the reflexive, transitive and compatible closure of the following two rules:

β-reduction: (λx.t)u −→β t {u/x}
η-reduction: λx.(t)x −→η t if x ∉ FV (t)

Definition 2. A β-normal form (resp. βη-normal form) is a λ-term containing no β-redex (resp. βη-redex).Σλ can also be
defined as:

t ::= λx1 . . . xn.(x)t1 . . . tk | λx1 . . . xn.(λx.u)vt1 . . . tk (n, k ≥ 0)
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In the first case, variable x is called the head variable while in the second case, redex (λx.u)v is the head redex. Head
reduction is the reduction strategy which β-reduces the head redex, if any. It is noted

h
−−→. Head normal forms are those

λ-terms which cannot be reduced by head reduction. They are of the form t = λx1. . . . λxm.(x)t1 . . . tn for m, n ∈ N, with ti
arbitrary λ-terms.

Böhm showed in 1968 [18] a fundamental theorem of the meta-theory of the λ-calculus:
Theorem 3 (Böhm’s Theorem). Let t and u be two distinct βη-normal forms having free variables among x1, . . . , xn. There exist
closed terms v1, . . . , vn and w⃗ = w1, . . . , wk such that

t

v⃗/x⃗


w⃗ −→⋆ 1 and u


v⃗/x⃗


w⃗ −→⋆ 0

with 1 = λx.λy.x and 0 = λx.λy.y.
We shall not detail the proof here since an important part of the present article will be dedicated to proving the

corresponding result for an extension of the λ-calculus. Let us simply notice that there are several proofs of Böhm’s
theorem [18,28,30,31], which are usually constructive in the sense that they provide an algorithmic method to build terms
v⃗ and w⃗. The difficulty in proving this results lies in the need to explore the tree structure of a λ-term by means of λ-terms
themselves: Böhm’s theorem provides an algorithmic process to internally inspect λ-terms.

2.2. Consequences and significance of the theorem

Böhm’s theorem is an important property for a formalism such as the λ-calculus. We explain in the following paragraphs
why it is so and why separation can be considered as a desirable property for λ-like calculi. The consequences of Böhm’s
theorem are both semantical and syntactical.

Semantical consequences. Böhm’s result provides strong conditions that a λ-model must follow. Indeed, two normalizable
terms t, u cannot be identified by any model unless they are βη-equivalent. A denotational model can therefore be
extensional or not, it can identify more or fewer non-normalizable terms,1 and it can of course contain more or fewer
elements which are not the interpretation of a λ-term.

More precisely, any semantics identifying two non η-equivalent β-normal forms, t, u, (t ≡ u) is trivial, or inconsistent.
Indeed, Böhm theorem provides a separating context C such that C[t] −→⋆ 1 and C[u] −→⋆ 0. Then, given any pair of
terms a, b, with D = (C)ab, we have D[t] −→⋆ a and D[u] −→⋆ b and thus a ≡ b since t ≡ u.

Syntactical viewpoint. The true pointwith Böhm’s theorem, still, may be syntactical. Indeed, the theorem andmore precisely
its proof, essentially tells us that it is possible to explore any part of a normal form and that any part of such a term can be
moved in head position. In other words, there is no dead code in a βη-normal form: every part of such a normal form has a
computational significance. The proof of the theorem actually provides a way to build such an exploring context: the proof
is constructive [32].

Actually, those two viewpoints are intrinsically related: the theorem ensures that two (syntactically) distinct βη-normal
forms correspond to different denotations (and that it is inconsistent to equate them) but moreover the theorem asserts
that there is a way, internal to the calculus itself, to evidence this fact and to actually separate two distinct normal forms:
indeed, the various proofs of Böhm’s theorem provide different ways to build a λ-term that is able to explore a given term.
This exploration is done internally to the λ-calculus itself.

A paradoxical consequence of separation? We shall now briefly discuss a consequence of separation in the λ-calculus which
might seem paradoxical. Consider two λ-terms (in normal forms) Fn and Qn encoding two sorting algorithms (saymergesort
and quicksort) for some encoding of lists of size n containing Church numerals. By Böhm theorem, there exists a context
in which those terms return distinct results, even though the encodings are correct. The fundamental point here is that the
context used to separate does not correspond to a list of Church numerals: it is out of the specification of the algorithms.

Failure of separation. Böhm theorem is thus a sort of adequation between the syntactical constructs of the language and
its semantics, its reduction rules. It may well be that no form of Böhm theorem holds in some calculus because some terms
cannot be separated. This is the case of Parigot’sλµ-calculus to be introduced in the following section.We shall now consider
what can be done in such a case: how to recover separation.

2.3. Recovering separation

It is possible to state the failure of separation in a general framework, as follows: (i) given a part S of a calculus, there
exist two terms of S (S is the part of the calculus which is meant to be separable) t and s (ii) which are not equivalent (that is,
they are not identified by the language equational theory) (iii) but that no context can separate (that is, they are operationally
equivalent).

1 Even here, there are strong constraints resulting from Böhm theorem or related results on what can or cannot be identified. More precisely, it can
identify more or fewer undefined terms, see the section about Böhm trees for more details.
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Let us illustrate the failure of separation with three very basic examples from the λ-calculus on special cases where
separation does not hold:

1. Consider the set of terms of the pure λ-calculus as separation values together with βη-equivalence. In this case,
separation fails: no context can separate (∆)∆ from (∆)∆∆ (where∆ = λx.(x)x), while (∆)∆ ≠βη (∆)∆∆.

2. Consider the λ-calculus with rule β as sole reduction rule and β-normal forms as separation values. Again, separation
fails: no context can separate the two non β-equivalent normal forms λxλy.(x)y and λx.x.

3. Consider the simply typed λ-calculus. In this case also, separation fails: indeed, we have not enough contexts in
the calculus (the available contexts are only those which are well typed) to explore all parts of terms and evidence
operationally (and internally) the difference of the equational level.

For the previous three examples, various changes on the calculus allow to recover separation property:

1. In that case, ifwe restrict separation to normalizable terms rather than to allλ-terms,we get back the separationproperty.
=⇒ Terms without normal form have been removed from S.

2. In that case, if we add η, we recover separation property: the equivalence classes from the equational theory have been
enlarged in such a way that the result holds.
=⇒ Terms which are not separable are made equivalent.

3. In the third case, if we remove the typing constraints on context construction (that is if we allow more contexts by
allowing non typable contexts for instance), we recover separation.
=⇒ Terms which are not equivalent are made separable.

Those three items suggest that, when considering a calculus where separation does not hold, there are various and
radically different methods to recover the property.

The previous discussion also emphasizes how fragile the property of separation is, as well as in which sense it denotes
an internal balance in the language:

• indeed, by adding contexts to the language, we will also add new terms, which we must separate as well;
• in the same way, the second option, by enlarging the equational theory with new reduction rules, may enlarge the

operational equivalence as well since two terms which were not operationally equivalent may well be so with the new
reduction.

Of course, the three heuristics for recovering separation discussed previously can verywell be combined. An enlightening
example can be found in Girard’s Ludics [33] which satisfies a separation theorem analogous to Böhm’s theorem. Ludics is
a framework that is inspired from Gentzen’s sequent calculus. With the basic formalism, separation fails and the system
built by Girard is developed in such a way that separation holds. When compared to the above discussion, it uses all three
previous options. More precisely, here is how separation is achieved in Ludics.

• From MALL proofs (multiplicative and additive linear logic) together with a generalized axiom (z), Girard retains only
cut-free proofs. This first step corresponds to keeping only normal forms in the previous discussion.
• Then, he defines dessins which are abstractions of MAAL (multiplicative additive affine logic) which are built from

sequents, with generalized (and polarized) logical rules. This second step of abstraction can be seen as enlarging the
class of contexts/tests that can be used to achieve separation.
• As a third step, it is necessary to go further in abstraction toward desseins which are logical objects, not centered on

sequents but on inference rules (which record the true informative content of a proof2) andwhich are sorts of equivalence
classes of dessins for the weakening rule, which cannot be observed interactively and thus would lead to the failure of
separation. The last step is similar to enriching the equational theory.

2.4. Typed separation

Let us say a word on typed separation results [34,31,35,36] before we look for a solution for the λµ-calculus in the
untyped case. There exist versions of the separation property which can be proved in the case of the typed λ-calculus. They
find their origin in Statman’s work [34], and Joly gave a nice reformulation in his Ph.D. [31]: given two closed simply typed
λ-terms, t1 and t2 having the same type which are not βη-equivalent, it is possible to separate them if one first instantiates
the type variables occurring in their types by the type of Church numerals (o→ o)→ (o→ o). With this instantiation, it
is possible to find a typed applicative context in which the terms compute to distinct Church numerals.

In this typed separation statement one finds the elements of the previous discussion: instantiating the types corresponds
to allowing more typed contexts, while still controlling strictly the contexts that one allows.

Those typed results are very different from the usual separation results à la Böhm. They are much closer to separation
results in logic: typed Böhm theorem for the λ-calculus can be seen as a separation result in natural deduction for the
implicative fragment of minimal logic.

2 At least when one wants to study the dynamics of cut-elimination.
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Var
Γ , x : A ⊢λµ x : A|∆

Γ ⊢λµ t : B|∆, α : A
µ

Γ ⊢λµ µα
A.(t)β : A|(∆, β : B) \ α : A

Γ , x : A ⊢λµ t : B|∆
λ-Abs

Γ ⊢λµ λxA.t : A→ B|∆

Γ ⊢λµ t : A→ B|∆ Γ ⊢λµ u : A|∆
λ-App

Γ ⊢λµ (t)u : B|∆

Fig. 2. Type system for the λµ-calculus (A, B are the usual simple types with→).

Coming back to the ‘‘paradoxical’’ example of separation explained in Section 2.2, the typed version of the theorem tells us
that, given typedλ-terms implementing the sorting algorithms, one can change their interface (by applying the type variable
instantiation and thus gaining more space in the data types) and that in this case it is possible to make those algorithms
compute different results on well-typed examples. Here again, no contradiction is to be found here: after instantiating
the types, the sorting functions have no reason anymore to be correct sorting functions (nor to correspond to the same
algorithmic specification).

3. λµ and the failure of separation

In this section, we introduce the λµ-calculus as considered by Parigot [1] and then review David and Py’s result [2] about
the failure of Böhm theorem in Parigot’s calculus extended with extensionality.

3.1. Parigot’s λµ-calculus

In 1992, Parigot introducedλµ, an extension of theλ-calculus providing ‘‘an algorithmic interpretation of classical natural
deduction’’ [1] by allowing for a proof-program correspondence à la Curry–Howard [3] between λµ and classical natural
deduction [10,1]. The λµ-calculus extends Church’s λ-calculus with a second abstraction, µ-abstraction, which models
classical reasoning.

Definition 4 (Σλµ). Terms of Parigot’s λµ-calculus (or λµ-terms: t, u, v, . . . ∈ Σλµ) are defined by the following inductive
syntax:

t ::= x | λx.t | (t)u | µα.(t)β

with x ∈ V and α, β ∈ Vc , V and Vc being two disjoint infinite sets of variables. The set of closed λµ-terms is writtenΣ c
λµ.

In µα.(t)β , variable β is in the scope of µα. Terms of the form (t)α are not elements ofΣλµ, but are usually referred to
as named terms and are generically written n.

Definition 5 (λµ-calculus Reduction). λµ-calculus reduction, written −→λµ, is the reflexive transitive and compatible
closure of the following four reduction rules:

(λx.t)u −→β t {u/x}
(µα.n)u −→µ µα.n {(v)uα/(v)α}
(µα.n)β −→ρ n {β/α}
µα.(t)α −→θ t if α ∉ FV (t)

n {(v)uα/(v)α} substitutes (without variable-capture) every subterm of the form (v)α in n by ((v)u)α as shown by the
following definition:

Definition 6 (Structural Substitution). Structural substitution is defined onΣλµ and on named terms, as follows:

x {(v)uα/(v)α} = x
λx.t {(v)uα/(v)α} = λx.t {(v)uα/(v)α} (if x ∉ FV (u))
(t)t ′ {(v)uα/(v)α} = (t {(v)uα/(v)α})t ′ {(v)uα/(v)α}
µα.n {(v)uα/(v)α} = µα.n
µβ.n {(v)uα/(v)α} = µβ.n {(v)uα/(v)α} (if β ≠ α and β /∈ FV (v))
(t)α {(v)uα/(v)α} = (t {(v)uα/(v)α})vα
(t)β {(v)uα/(v)α} = (t {(v)uα/(v)α})β (if β ≠ α)

Parigot’s λµ-calculus thus extends the λ-calculus (it is actually a conservative extension of λ). It actually provides a
Curry–Howard correspondence with a natural-deduction-like presentation of minimal classical logic [37] thanks to the
typing systempresented in Fig. 2.Moreover,λµ satisfies lots of standardproperties of theλ-calculus, in particular confluence
of the untyped calculus [1,2,38], subject reduction [1] and strong normalization [39,40] of the typed calculus (see Fig. 2).
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λµ-calculus reduction system as introduced by Parigot does not contain extensional rule η. Still, in the λµ-calculus as in
the λ-calculus, it is certain that one cannot separate terms such as t and λx.(t)x since, whatever context they are put in, they
will behave in the same way. Two options are available at this point: either to separate up to η-equivalence or to add η as a
reduction in the calculus. David and Py followed the second option in order to establish non-separation for the λµ-calculus.
In the following section, we introduce this extension, the λµη-calculus.

3.2. The λµ-calculus and η-reduction: a problem with confluence

The reason for which Parigot [1] did not consider η among the reductions for the λµ-calculus is probably that with
η-reduction, confluence fails. Indeed, there exists a critical pair µ/η:

µα.n←−η λx.(µα.n)x −→µ λx.µα.n {(v)xα/(v)α}

David and Py solved this critical pair by adding another reduction to the λµ-calculus, ν-reduction which is obtained by
applying an η-expansion immediately followed by a µ-reduction:

µα.n −→ν λx.µα.n {(v)xα/(v)α} if x ∉ FV (n)

Definition 7 (The λµη-calculus). The λµη-calculus is the calculus obtained from terms ofΣλµ by adding to λµ-reduction
rules two new rules, η and ν:

λx.(t)x −→η t if x ∉ FV (t)
µα.n −→ν λx.µα.n {(v)xα/(v)α} if x ∉ FV (n)

Reduction−→λµη is thus reduction−→βµρθην .

3.3. The λµη-calculus does not satisfy separation

Separation property expresses the fact that, on an appropriate fragment of the language (βη-normal forms, or βη-
normalizable terms, in the λ-calculus), the equational theory of the language coincides with its operational equivalence.
Proving the failure of separation therefore consists in showing that for a given set of terms to which separation should
apply, the equational theory and operational theory differ.

As a result, to state non-separation in the λµ-calculus (or rather in λµη), one has to:

• identify the set of terms that should be separable, S,
• design the appropriate operational equivalence∼λµη and
• show that there exist terms in S on which=λµη and∼λµη differ.

Canonical normal forms. Since the λµη-calculus has an expansion rule, namely ν, only those terms which reduce to a pure
λ-term have a normal form.3 This led David and Py to consider a weaker notion called canonical normal forms:

Definition 8 (λµη-Canonical Normal Forms [2]). λµη-canonical normal forms are those λµ-terms t which are (i) βηµρθ-
normal (ii) of the formλx1, . . . , xk.(y)t ′1 . . . t

′

l orλx1, . . . , xk.µα((y)t
′

1 . . . t
′

l )β and (iii) such that (t ′i )1≤i≤l are also in canonical
normal form.

Operational equivalence. Head normal forms and operational equivalence are defined as:

Definition 9 (Head Normal Forms). A head normal form (or hnf for short) for λµη is a term satisfying the following syntax:

h ::= a | λx.h | µα.(h)β
a ::= x | (a)t

Definition 10 (Operational Equivalence). Two λµη-terms t, u are operationally equivalent if for every closed context C,
C[t] reduces to a hnf if, and only if, C[u] reduces to a hnf. This is noted t ∼λµη u.

Statement of non-separation for λµη. We now have the material to state the failure of separation in λµη:

• The natural set Sλµη for testing separability is the set of closed terms having a canonical normal form;
• The equational theory is=λµη;
• The operational equivalence is∼λµη .

David and Py showed the failure of separation by exhibiting a counter-example to separation, that is a pair of terms that
are in Sλµη , that are not λµη-equivalent but that are not separable. In order to do so, they consider term Wy defined as
λx.µα.((x)µβ.(x)U0yα)U0α where U0 = µδ.(λa.λb.b)α, see also Fig. 3 where Wy is presented in tree-notation. Indeed, by
writingW0 = Wy {λa.λb.b/y} and W1 = Wy {λa.λb.a/y}, one gets:

3 In the untyped case.
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Wy = λx.µα.(x)

µβ.(x) U0 α

U0 y α

with U0 = µδ.(0)α.

Fig. 3.Wy .

Theorem 11 (Failure of Separation in λµη [2]). Separation property does not hold in λµη.
Indeed, W0 and W1 provide a counter-example to separation:

• they are two closed terms having canonical normal forms;
• they are not equivalent for βηµνρθ (W0 ≠λµη W1);
• though, they are operationally equivalent (W0 ∼λµη W1).

We will analyze this proof in the next section. We shall not give the complete proof of David and Py’s result, but refer
the reader to their work [2]. By doing so, we rather aim at analyzing the schema of the proof in order to understand what
is lacking in the λµη-calculus in order to have separation, keeping in mind the discussion of the previous section. Since we
aim at establishing a Böhm theorem, we shall wonder what makes some parts of termWy unreachable by internal means.

3.4. Schema and analysis of the non-separation proof for the λµη-calculus

The proof of non-separation is organized as follows:

• we first prove a context lemma showing that applicative contexts have the same separating power than general contexts
of the λµη-calculus;
• we then consider only the case whenWy is placed in an applicative context of the form C = []tu1 . . . uk, the point is then

to show that if (W0)tu1 . . . uk has a head normal form, so has (W1)tu1 . . . uk;
• the rest of the proof consists essentially in showing that variable y cannot come to head position in a reduction sequence

from (Wy)tu1 . . . uk, whatever integer k and terms t, u1, . . . , uk we choose: this is enough to ensure that (W0)tu1 . . . uk
has a head normal form if, and only if, (W1)tu1 . . . uk has a head normal form too;
• by writing U ′0 = µδ.(0)u1 . . . ukα, we get (see Fig. 4):

(Wy)tu1 . . . uk −→
⋆
λµη µα.((t)µβ.(t)U

′

0yu1 . . . ukα)U ′0u1 . . . ukα

that is, with Z = µβ.(t)U ′0yu1 . . . ukα, term (Wy)tu1 . . . uk reduces to µα.(t)ZU ′0u1 . . . ukα;
• since we supposed that (W0)tu1 . . . uk has a head normal form, then Czu = (t)zuu1 . . . uk (with z and u variables) has also

a head normal form;
• by case analysis on the head variable of the head normal form of Czu we notice that y cannot be in such a position in

any term obtained from (Wy)tu1 . . . uk. Indeed, the head variable in Czu is either bound or it is z, or it is u. In the first
case, this variable is also the head variable for the head normal form associated to (Wy)tu1 . . . uk and in the other cases
we notice that (Wy)tu1 . . . uk reduces also to a term which has not y as head variable, which is due to the fact that
(Wy)tu1 . . . uk reduces toµα.(Czu


Z/z,U ′0/u


)α where Z = µβ.(Czu


U ′0/z, y/u


)α and thus in both cases term U ′0 comes

to head position.

The main difference compared to the λ-calculus lies in the last case of the non-separation proof: indeed, one has
µα.(t)ZU ′0u1 . . . ukα = µα.Czu {Z/z}


U ′0/u


α and Z = µβ.Czu


U ′0/z


{y/u}α, that is, the two occurrences of term t in head

position are placed in the exact same context (differing only for the substitution of variables z and u). As a consequence,
either the two occurrences of t move their first argument into head positions or they place their second argument in head
position, but it is impossible for one occurrence to select its first argument while the other one selects its second argument.
This last point would though be necessary to reduce to a term in which y is in head position.

This situation corresponds to the crucial case of the separation proof in the λ-calculus where the same variable can occur
several times in head position on a Böhm out path. The very difference is that in the λ-calculus, the separating context
has been partly modified (since some arguments have been consumed) in such a way that it is possible to make the two
occurrences of t behave differently.
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(Wy)tu1 . . . uk −→
⋆ µα.(t)

µβ.(t) U ′0 u1 . . . uk α

U ′0 y u1 . . . uk α

Fig. 4. Illustration of the non-separation of the λµη-calculus.

Our analysis of the failure of the λµη-calculus to separate will focus on this: while in the λ-calculus, a λ-abstraction
consumes an argument and disappears when a β-reduction is fired, in the λµη-calculus, a µ-abstraction remains and
consumes all its arguments, remaining ready to consume more.

As a consequence, it is not really possible to remove a µ-abstraction: either one applies a µ-reduction which leaves the
abstraction untouched, or one applies aρ-reductionwhich indeed removes oneµ-abstraction but substitutes itwith another
abstraction at the same position: µα.(µγ .t)β −→ρ µα.t {β/γ }. θ-reduction removes one µ-abstraction, but only under
the condition that the bound variable has only one occurrence in the term, which precisely is not the case that interests us.

The reason of this behavior is to be found in the fact that µ-abstraction and naming are syntactically bound in Parigot’s
λµ-calculus: it is this additional µα in reduction ρ from µα.(µγ .t)β which prevents us from ‘‘saturating’’ a µ-abstraction
with arguments in the same way as one can saturate a λ-abstraction with arguments.

An alternative viewpoint is that, in λµη, it is not possible to apply an η-equivalence between µ-abstraction and naming
such as µα.(t)β =η µα.λx.(t)βx.

4. From λµ toΛµ

4.1. How to recover separation in the λµ-calculus?

The discussion of Section 2.3 suggests various options to recover separation for a calculus in which the property does
not hold such as the λµ-calculus. To be more specific, in the case of the λµ-calculus, these directions lead to the following
remarks.

1. It seems difficult to reject David and Py’s counter-examplesW0 andW1 by arguing they should not be taken into account
for separation, for instance because they are not normal forms. Surely, one could consider that subtermsU0 are somehow
void, like (∆)∆ in (∆)∆∆ because variable δ has no free occurrence in the body of U0 (this actually plays a role in the
proof of non-separation by David and Py), but this is unavoidable in any µ-closed λµ-term, unless one has a trivial λµ-
termwhere the only occurrence of a continuation variable immediately follows its binder (that is, if it has formµα.(t)α)
but in this case we are essentially back to separate the λ-calculus in the λµ-calculus (one would be led to consider a set
S containing λ-terms and their θ-expansions)... which would be rather weak!

2. Another way would be to try to enlarge the equational theory in such a way that it coincides with the operational
equivalence. Such a solution is suggested at the end of David and Py’s article: recovering separation by adding new
reduction rules; that is, making more terms equivalent (in particular a family of terms corresponding toWy). Though, in
the case of the λµ-calculus, this seems very complex if even possible since the non-separation problem is really global
and in order to achieve this, we risk to make the calculus trivial.

3. The last direction would be to find a way to add new contexts among the discriminating contexts in order to have a
more powerful exploration of terms and to satisfy separation in this way. This would consist in building a finer-grained
operational equivalence in order to make it coincide with the equational theory.

We will adopt this last option in the following, trying to find the missing contexts in the λµ-calculus. We provide more
details on options 1 and 2 at the end of Section 5.

Missing contexts. The contexts which are missing in the λµ-calculus are those of the form []xyαz, which would allow to
have both occurrences of t in reduction (Wy)tu1 . . . uk to compute in different environments. We shall thus consider a class
of extended applicative contexts as indicated in the previous paragraph:

C ::= [] | (C)t | (C)α

As a consequence, we will also consider an extended language with more terms and in which the constructions for µ-
abstraction and for naming are not anymore constrained to occur together. We introduce the resulting calculus in the next
section.
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Var
Γ , x : A ⊢λµ⊥ x : A|∆

Γ , x : A ⊢λµ⊥ t : B|∆
λ-Abs

Γ ⊢λµ⊥ λxA.t : A→ B|∆

Γ ⊢λµ⊥ t : A→ B|∆ Γ ⊢λµ⊥ u : A|∆
λ-App

Γ ⊢λµ⊥ (t)u : B|∆

Γ ⊢λµ⊥ n : ⊥|∆, α : A
µ-Abs

Γ ⊢λµ⊥ µα
A.n : A|∆

Γ ⊢λµ⊥ t : A|∆, α : A
µ-App

Γ ⊢λµ⊥ (t)α : ⊥|∆, α : A

Fig. 5. Type system for λµwith explicit⊥.

A typing constraint built in the syntax of terms. One can see the constraint on the structure of terms of Σλµ in a two-level
syntax as a sort of typing constraint built in the syntax of the (untyped) language. Consider the variant of Parigot’s type
system shown on Fig. 5. In his original type system [1], the premise of rule µ-Abs and the conclusion of rule µ-App are
judgments on named terms and not on proper λµ-terms. Moving the focus from one formula to another was obtained by
ruleµ in [1]. Here, it is split in two rules: a rule for introducing the absurd and a rule for eliminating the absurd, the rule for
contraction being achieved by introducing⊥.

The two-level structure of the λµ-calculus with λµ-terms and named terms together with the fact µ-abstraction and
naming are grouped in a single syntactical construct can be seen as a typing constraint on the use of type ⊥: when one
introduces type⊥ thanks to the absurd introduction rule, the only available option is to eliminate it.

As a consequence, even the untyped λµ-calculus can be seen as partially typed.

4.2. TheΛµ-calculus

TheΛµ-calculus is a calculus extending the λµη-calculus with new terms and new reductions.

Definition 12 (ΣΛµ). Consider two disjoint denumerable sets Vt of λ-variables (or term variables denoted by x, y, z . . . )
and Vs of µ-variables (or stream variables denoted by α, β, γ , . . .). Λµ-terms are defined inductively thanks to the
following syntax:

t ::= x | λx.t | (t)u | µα.t | (t)α

We will writeΣΛµ for the set of terms of theΛµ-calculus andΣ c
Λµ the set of closed terms.

Note that, since α ∉ ΣΛµ, notation (t)α is by no means in conflict with notation (t)u. The reader will also notice that
Σλµ ( ΣΛµ and that named terms of Definition 4 are proper elements of ΣΛµ. In addition, terms such as µα.µβ.t or
λx.(t)αy are elements ofΣΛµ.

Definition 13 (Reduction Rules of theΛµ-calculus). The reduction relation for the Λµ-calculus, written −→Λµ, is the
reflexive, transitive and compatible closure of the following five reduction rules:

(λx.t)u −→βT t {u/x}
λx.(t)x −→ηT t if x ∉ FV (t)
(µα.t)β −→βS t {β/α}
µα.(t)α −→ηS t if α ∉ FV (t)
µα.t −→fst λx.µα.t {(v)xα/(v)α} if x ∉ FV (t)

Remark 14. Rules βT , ηT , βS , ηS , fst correspond respectively to β, η, ρ, θ and ν. µ-reduction can be simulated via a fst-
reduction followed by a βT -reduction:

(µα.t)u −→fst (λx.µα.t {(v)xα/(v)α})u −→βT µα.t {(v)uα/(v)α}

As a consequence, we shall remove µ-reduction from the reduction system of theΛµ-calculus.

We will use the following notations to denote various subsystems of reductions and equivalences related with theΛµ-
calculus:

Definition 15 (β, βvar , η). We consider the following subsystems ofΛµ-reduction orΛµ-equivalence:

• β is the subsystem made of βT and βS ;
• η is the subsystem made of ηT and ηS ;
• βfst is the subsystem βTβS fst and βηfst denotes the fullΛµ-reduction;
• βvar is the subsystem of β which reduces a β-redex only when the term in argument position is a variable:
(λx.µα.t)yβ −→⋆

βvar
t {y/x} {β/α};

• =Λµ is the equivalence associated with−→Λµ.
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More terms, more space to η-expand. With theΛµ-calculus, one can build new terms (having no equivalent in Parigot’s λµ-
calculus) such asµα.µβ.t or (t)αxβ . Indeed, as noticed earlier, η-expansions and θ-expansions were prohibited between a
µ-abstraction and a naming construction in the λµ-calculus, since this was dealt with as a single construction in Parigot’s
calculus.With theΛµ-calculus, one has the freedom todoη-expansions (withηT orηS) everywhere in the term:µα.µβ.(t)β
or µα.λx.(t)x are legal terms while neither µα.µβ.(n)β nor µα.λx.(n)xwere terms in Parigot’s calculus.

This change is extremely important for Separation: during the Separation process, η-expansion plays a crucial role.

TheΛµ-calculus as a stream calculus. We now give some explanations on how to intuitively interpret reduction ofΛµ.
While ηS is an extensionality rule, βS has somehow a more computational content (even though it corresponds only to a

very restricted version of βT -reduction since this is only about variable renaming). Moreover, rule fst connects λ-variables
andµ-variables; in this connection lies the interest and power of the calculus: without this rule connecting the two kinds of
variables, theΛµ-calculus would only be a calculus with two types of abstractions, one of them being quite weak. Thanks to
rule fst, the two kinds of construction of the calculus interact and one can interpret elements of Vs as ranging over streams
(or infinite lists) of Λµ-terms and rule fst as a way to access the first element of a given stream (thus, the reason for its
name).

In order to make this point clearer, let us consider fst-derivations for a µ-abstracted term:

µα0.t −→fst λx1.µα1.t {(u)x1α1/(u)α0}

−→
⋆
fst λx1 . . . λxn.µαn.t {(u)x1 . . . xnαn/(u)α0}

These derivations can be arbitrarily long in such away thatµα can be seen as a sort of infinite λ-abstraction.While this is
not exactly an infinite abstraction, it is rather an abstraction over streams of terms (or lazy stacks). Actually, this was already
noticed by Parigot in his seminal paper on the λµ-calculus [1]: ‘‘The operatorµ looks like a λ having potentially infinite number
of arguments’’. While this analogy was already valid in the λµ-calculus, it takes more strength with theΛµ-calculus where
the abstraction over streams and the application of streams are two well-identified and independent constructions.

Example 16. Let Y = (λx.λy.(y)(x)xy)λx.λy.(y)(x)xy be the usual Turing fixpoint and consider

M = (Y )λf .λz.λx.µα.λy.µβ.((f )(z)xy)αβ

ThenM is aΛµ-term that reduces toλz.λx1 . . . xn.µα.λy1 . . . yn.µβ.((M)(z)x1y1x2y2 . . . xnyn)αβ thus realizing themerging
of two streams.

We will promote this interpretation thanks to the following notation which simplifies the writing ofΛµ-terms.

Definition 17 (Stream Notation). When this creates no ambiguity, we will note a sequence of abstractions such as:
λx1 . . . λxn.µα.t in short as ΛS.t and a sequence of applications such as (t)u1 . . . umα as (t)S. These two notations will
be referred to as Stream Abstraction and Stream Application.

4.2.1. Λµ-head normal forms
Definition 18 (Pre-redex). Let v ∈ Σ c

Λµ. A pre-redex of v is a subterm of one of the following forms: (λx.t)u, (λx.t)α,
(µα.t)u or (µα.t)β . The four types of pre-redex are respectively denoted as (T )T , (T )S, (S)T and (S)S.

It is immediate to check the following property of pre-redexes which is useful for the definition of head reduction:

Lemma 19. Considering βfst, a pre-redex t ∈ ΣΛµ can be reduced in different ways:

1. a (T )T pre-redex is a βT -redex: it can be reduced by exactly one instance of βT ;
2. a (S)T pre-redex is not a redex, but can be turned into a (T )T pre-redex (i.e. βT -redex) thanks to an instance of fst;
3. a (T )S pre-redex, (λx.u)α, can be treated as in case 2, provided α is bound in t;
4. a (S)S pre-redex (µα.u)β is a βS-redex and can thus be βS-reduced. Moreover, and contrarily to any other type of pre-redex,

two other rules can affect this pre-redex: one can either apply a fst-reduction on µα creating a (T )S pre-redex, or apply a
fst-reduction to the µ-abstraction which binds β and creates a (S)T pre-redex.

Definition 20. A term t is an application term if it has the form (u)v or (u)α. It is said to be an abstraction term if it has
the form λx.u or µα.u.

A Λµ-term t is either a variable, or an application term, or an abstraction term. An abstraction term t is of the form
λx⃗0.µα0. . . . λx⃗n.µαn.λ ⃗xn+1.t0 where t0 is not an abstraction term (vectors x⃗i may be empty). An application term t is of the
form (t0)t⃗1α1 . . . t⃗mαm ⃗tm+1 where t0 is not an application term.

Lemma 21. AnyΛµ-term t has the following form:

λx⃗0.µα0. . . . λx⃗n.µαn.λ ⃗xn+1.(t0)t⃗1β1 . . . t⃗mβm ⃗tm+1 (⋆)

where t0 is either a variable x or a pre-redex of t.
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Notation 22. As shown in the statement of the previous lemma, writing a Λµ-term can be very long. In order to shorten some
statements and proofs, and when the abstraction prefix is not important, we shall sometimes write λµ.(t0)t⃗1β1 . . . t⃗mβm ⃗tm+1 for
λx⃗0.µα0. . . . λx⃗n.µαn.λ ⃗xn+1.(t0)t⃗1β1 . . . t⃗mβm ⃗tm+1 (⋆).

Definition 23 (Λµ-head Normal Forms). t ∈ ΣΛµ is in head normal form (hnf) if t0 is a variable x in representation (⋆); in
this case x is the head variable of t . Otherwise, t0 is a pre-redex and is called the head pre-redex of t .Λµ-HNF denotes the
set of hnf. A term t is said to have a hnf if t −→⋆

Λµ t ′ where t ′ is in hnf. Hnf are also the Λµ-terms given by the following
grammar:

h ::= a | λx.h | µα.h
a ::= x | (a)t | (a)α

Using the notation for streams,Λµ-head normal forms are terms of the form

ΛS1 . . .ΛSk.λx1 . . . λxl.(y)S′1 . . . S
′

k′ t1 . . . tl′

where S′1, . . . S
′

k′ , t1, . . . tl′ can be arbitrary.

Definition 24 (Head Reduction). Head reduction, denoted h
−−→, is the subreduction of βfst which reduces the head pre-

redex if there is one. A head reduction path for a term t is a sequence t0, t1, . . . such that t = t0
h
−−→ t1

h
−−→ . . . .

If tn is in hnf for some n, then the head reduction path for t terminates in tn, otherwise t has an infinite head reduction.

Notice that, contrarily to the λ-calculus, the head reduction path of t is not necessarily unique.

Example 25. For instance if t = µα.(µβ.x)α and u = λy.µα.x, the following two reduction sequences are head reduction
paths from t to u:

t = µα.(µβ.x)α t = µα.(µβ.x)α
−→fst λy.µα.(µβ.x)yα −→fst µα.(λz.µβ.x)α
−→fst λy.µα.(λz.µβ.x)yα −→fst λy.µα.(λz.µβ.x)yα
−→βT λy.µα.(µβ.x)α −→βT λy.µα.(µβ.x)α
−→βS λy.µα.x −→βS λy.µα.x

Proposition 26. If t is a µ-closedΛµ-term, head reduction, if it terminates, terminates on a head normal form.

Proof. Indeed, by hypothesis, a pre-redex is never blocked in such a head reduction and thus, the only case where head
reduction terminates is when there is no head pre-redex, that is when a head normal form is found. �

More contexts. Of course, as we remarked at the end of the previous section, the Λµ-calculus also contains extended
contexts. We will in particular be interested in Λµ-applicative contexts when we will prove Böhm theorem for the Λµ-
calculus:

Definition 27 (Applicative Contexts). Applicative contexts for theΛµ-calculus are defined as follows:

C ::= [] | (C)t | (C)α

Using the stream notation,Λµ-applicative contexts are of the form []S1 . . . Skt1 . . . tl.

4.2.2. Λµ-canonical normal forms
Canonical normal forms are a particular case ofΛµ-hnf:

Definition 28 (Canonical Normal Forms). AΛµ-term t is in canonical normal form (also writtenΛµ-cnf) if it is βη-normal
and it does not contain any subterm of the form (λx.u)α or (µα.u)v.

This is also a term which does contain neither pre-redex nor η-redex.

Remark 29. In the µ-closed case, canonical normal forms are also βη-normalΛµ-terms such that no fst-reduction creates
a βη-redex. In the non µ-closed case, this would correspond to asking that no fst-reduction that is applied to a µ-closure
of the term t (that is a term of the form µα1 . . . µαk.t , where α1 . . . αk are stream variables of free stream variables of t)
creates any βη-redex.

Definition 30 (Left Reduction). Left reduction, denoted l
−→ , consists in always reducing the left-most non-blocked pre-

redex.

Proposition 31. Let t ∈ ΣΛµ. The left reduction from t, if it terminates, does stop on a term which η-reduces to a canonical
normal form.
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Once a term is inΛµ-CNF, applying fst is useless. This motivates the following restriction of fst-reduction:

Definition 32 (fst−). fst− is the restriction of fst to fst-redexes t = µα.t ′ which are applied to a term u (that is which are
pre-redexes of type (S)T ) or such that t ′ contains at least a subterm (λx.u)α (that is a pre-redex of type (T )S involving
variable α).

One will write−→Λµ− for−→βηfst− and=Λµ− for the corresponding equivalence.

Proposition 33. Equivalences=Λµ and=Λµ− coincide.

Proof. Inclusion=Λµ−⊂=Λµ is obvious.
Inclusion=Λµ⊂=Λµ− is obtained by transforming a derivation of t =Λµ t ′ in a derivation of t =Λµ− t ′ by using if needed

ηT -equivalences to go from u −→fst v to u −→η
exp
T

u′ −→fst− v
′
−→ηT v. Suppose that one has t −→fst u with t −̸→fst− u.

Writing t = C

µα.t ′


and u = C


λy.µβ.t ′ {(v)yβ/(v)α}


, one has:

t = C

µα.t ′


=ηT C


λx.(µα.t ′)x


=fst− C


λx.(λy.µβ.t ′ {(v)yβ/(v)α})x


=ηT C


λy.µβ.t ′ {(v)yβ/(v)α}


= u �

Proposition 34. µ-closedΛµ-terms in canonical normal form are exactlyΛµ−-normal forms.

Proof. This is immediate from the definition of canonical normal forms. �

The following proposition from [41] is analogous to the uniqueness of βη-normal forms in the λ-calculus:

Proposition 35. Two closed terms in canonical normal form areΛµ-equivalent if, and only if, they are fst-equivalent:

If t, u ∈ Σ c
Λµ are inΛµ-cnf, then t =Λµ u⇔ t =fst u

Though reduction −→Λµ− seems more satisfying than −→Λµ when we are only interested in canonical normal forms,
one will not use this reduction because it is not confluent. Indeed, there are several canonical normal forms which are=Λµ-
equivalents and thus =Λµ−-equivalent thanks to Proposition 33 even though we saw that they were the normal forms for
−→Λµ− : there is no property of uniqueness of normal form in−→Λµ− . More precisely:

µα.µβ.(λx.(y)x)α

fst− ��

ηT
// µα.µβ.(y)α

λz.µα.µβ.(λx.(y)x)zα

βT ��
λz.µα.µβ.(y)zα

where the two obtained terms, in canonical normal forms, cannot reduce to the same term in Λµ−: they are already in
normal form.

Remark 36. In an article studying CPS translations for the λµ-calculus [42], Philippe de Groote introduced an extension of
the λµ-calculus which is very close to theΛµ-calculus except for the fact it does contain neither ηT nor fst; λµdG can thus
be considered as a fragment ofΛµ.

Moreover, in his next article on the topic [43], dealing with abstract machines for the λµ-calculus, he considers also
terms ofΣΛµ but he adds a new reduction rule,−→ϵ . We shall discuss this calculus, λµϵ, in more detail later.

Luke Ong [44] also considers a variant of the λµ-calculus built on ΣΛµ which is close to Λµ but is presented as an
equational theory. Ong does not allow stream variable to take type ⊥ and as a consequence there is no typed term of the
form µα.µβ.t , but there are terms of the form µα.(λx.(t)β)t ′.

The detailed comparison of theΛµ-calculus with those calculi is addressed in [45].

4.2.3. Standardization theorem
We shall now consider a notion of standard reductions for theΛµ-calculus and prove a standardization theorem for the

Λµ-calculus. In the rest of this section, we only consider−→βfst.
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Standard reductions. The notion of standard reduction is more complex than in the λ-calculus because of the structure of
fst-reduction. Indeed, fst-reduction is a non-local rule which acts both at the place of the µ-abstracted subterm µα.t but
also at the occurrences of abstracted variable: (t)α. This is reminiscent of a proof-net analysis of theΛµ-calculus developed
in a joint work with Pagani [46] in which the proof-net counter-part of fst-reduction could be activated either at the level
of the abstraction or at the level of the variables.

In our analysis of standardization, the appropriate notionwill thus be that of pre-redex: to eachβfst-reduction on a given
Λµ-term t , we shall associate at most one pre-redex. That pre-redex will be used to determine whether a given reduction
step extends a standard reduction sequence into a longer standard reduction sequence. In order to do so, we first introduce
the notions of occurrences adapted toΛµ.

Definition 37 (Λµ-occurrence and Subterm at a Given Occurrence). An occurrence is a p ∈ {0, 1, 2}⋆, that is a word p on
{0, 1, 2}. Occurrence concatenation is written p · q.

The set of occurrences of aΛµ-term t , Occ(t) ⊂ {0, 1, 2}⋆, is defined as follows:

• if t = x, then Occ(t) = ϵ;
• if t = λx.u or t = µα.u, then Occ(t) = ϵ ∪ {0 · p, p ∈ Occ(u)};
• if t = (u)v, then Occ(t) = ϵ ∪ {1 · p, p ∈ Occ(u)} ∪ {2 · p, p ∈ Occ(v)};
• if t = (u)α, then Occ(t) = ϵ ∪ {1 · p, p ∈ Occ(u)}.

Given aΛµ-term t and p ∈ Occ(t), the subterm of t at occurrence p is defined as follows:

• if p = ϵ, then t@p = t;
• if p = p′ · 0 and t@p′ is defined and equal to λx.u or µα.u, then t@p = u;
• if p = p′ · 1 and t@p′ is defined and equal to (u)v or (u)α, then t@p = u;
• if p = p′ · 2 and t@p′ is defined and equal to (u)v, then t@p = v.

Definition 38 (Pre-redex Associated with a Reduction Step, fste, fsts). Let t, u ∈ Σ c
Λµ such that t −→ρ u. Depending on the

reduction step ρ and the structure of t , we associate zero or one pre-redex of t in the following way. This pre-redex will be
called the pre-redex associated with (t, ρ).

• If ρ is a βT reduction step at occurrence p ∈ Occ(t), that is t@p = (λx.v)w and u@p = v {w/x}, then, t@p is the p.r.
associated with (t, ρ).
• If ρ is a βS reduction step, at occurrence p ∈ Occ(t), i.e. t@p = (µα.v)β and u@p = v {β/α}, then , t@p is the p.r. associated

with (t, ρ).
• If ρ is a fst reduction step at occurrence p, i.e. let t@p = µα.v and u@p = λx.µα.v {(w)xα/(w)α}, then we consider three

cases:
– either p = p′ · 1 (that is t@p′ = (µα.v)w or (µα.v)β) and in this case, t@p′ is the pre-redex associated with (t, ρ) and
ρ is an essential fst-reduction step;

– otherwise, if there is an occurrence q of v such that v@q is of the form (λx.w)α or (µβ.w)α where α is free in v, then
the pre-redex associated with (t, ρ) is the left-most such v@q = t@p·0·q

4 and ρ an essential fst-reduction step;
– otherwise, if no such occurrence can be found,5 then ρ is said superfluous and no p.r. is associated with (t, ρ).
We write fste to denote an essential fst-reduction step and fsts to denote a superfluous fst-reduction step.

For a reduction to be standard, it means that reductions are applied from left to right or more precisely that once a
reduction step has been applied, we will not reduce to the left of this step later in the standard reduction sequence. To
make precise this notion, we now introduce the notions of degree of a pre-redex and degree of a reduction step: a standard
reduction will be a reduction sequence having non-decreasing degrees.

Definition 39 (Active Symbol). A symbol λ or µ is active if it is the first symbol of a pre-redex.

Definition 40 (Degree). Let t ∈ Σ c
Λµ and r be a p.r. of t . The degree of pre-redex r in t , dt(r) of r is the number of λ or µ

which are both active in t and to the left of r in t .
The degree of a reduction step ρ, d(ρ) is defined as follows:

• if ρ is a β-reduction or a fste-reduction, then d(ρ) is the degree (in t) of the pre-redex associated with (t, ρ);
• if ρ is a fsts-reduction and n is the number of µ-abstraction to the left of the µ-abstraction corresponding to ρ, then

d(ρ) = ω + n.

This notion of degree results in the following characterization of head reduction and left reduction:

4 From the point of view of the occurrences, the left-most such subterm corresponds to the smallest such occurrence for the alphabetic ordering.
5 If no such occurrence can be found, that means that there is no q such that v@q = (λx.w)α and for every q such that v@q = (µβ.w)α, the occurrence

of α is bound in v (i.e. either α ∉ FV (v) or all free occurrences of α are of the form (x)α, ((w′)w′′)α or ((w′)β)α).
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Lemma 41. Let t ∈ Σ c
Λµ.

• the left reduction strategy is characterized as the set of reductions consisting only of reduction steps at degree 0.
• consequently, assuming t is not head normal, the reduction step t −→ ρu is a head reduction if, and only if, d(ρ) = 0.

Proof. Obvious. �

Definition 42 (Standard Reduction). A (possibly infinite) reduction sequence σ : t = t0 −→ρ1 t1 −→ρ2 . . . is standard if
d(ρi) ≤ d(ρj) as soon as i ≤ j.

A reduction sequence is said essentially standard if it is standard and all the degrees involved in the sequence are finite.
We write t −→st u to denote the existence of a standard reduction from t to u and t −→st

σ u to mean that reduction
sequence σ is standard.

Example 43. Let t, u be closed Λµ-terms and consider the following reduction sequences (where wα = w {(v)xα/(v)α},
wβ = w {(v)yβ/(v)β},wαβ = (wα)β andwαββ = wα {(v)yzβ/(v)β}):

σ : µα.(µβ.t)uα τ : µα.(µβ.t)uα
−→fst λx.µα.(µβ.tα)uαxα −→fst µα.(λy.µβ.tβ)uα
−→fst λx.µα.(λy.µβ.tαβ)uαxα −→βT µα.(µβ.tβ {u/y})α
−→βT λx.µα.(µβ.tαβ {uα/y})xα −→fst λx.µα.(µβ.tαβ {uα/y})xα
−→fst λx.µα.(λz.µβ.tαββ {uα/y})xα −→fst λx.µα.(λz.µβ.tαββ {uα/y})xα
−→βT λx.µα.(µβ.tαββ {uα/y} {x/z})α −→βT λx.µα.(µβ.tαββ {uα/y} {x/z})α

Then σ is not standard since the first reduction step has degree ω while the second has degree 0. τ is standard: the
degrees are all equal to 0 in τ .

The following lemma explains the terminology superfluous for fsts-reductions:

Lemma 44. In a standard reduction from a closed Λµ-term t to a Λµ-term u containing no µ-abstraction (that is, a λ-term),
there is no fsts-reduction.

We can now state the standardization theorem:

Theorem 45 (Standardization). Standard reduction sequences always exist:

if t −→⋆
βfst u then there exists σ such that t −→st

σ u

The general schema of the proof is to show that one can turn a derivation t0 −→st
σ t1 −→R t2 into t0 −→st

σ ′
t2. Since σ

is supposed standard here, it is structured as σe; σs with σe essentially standard and σs constituted only of fsts-reductions.
We can focus on essentially standard reductions since a superfluous fst reduction may always be postponed (in some cases
it has to be duplicated or erased), even though it may not be superfluous anymore after postponement as in the following
example (where x⃗ ∉ FV (t)):

(λx.(x)t)µα.u −→fst (λx.(x)t)λy.µα.u′ −→βT (λy.µα.u
′)t

(λx.(x)t)µα.u −→βT (µα.u)t −→fst (λy.µα.u′)t

We first prove the following lemma:

Lemma 46. If t h
−−→σ

⋆ t ′
st
−→σ ′ t ′′ then t

st
−→σ ;σ ′ t ′′.

Proof. Every reduction step in σ has degree 0 so that the degrees of reductions along σ ; σ ′ are necessarily increasing and
thus σ ; σ ′ is standard. �

In rewriting theory, the notion of residual of a redex by a reduction sequence is a major concept. Considering that the
concept of interest is that of pre-redex, we therefore adapt this notion of residuals to pre-redexes:

Definition 47 (Residual). Let t, u be Λµ-terms such that t −→ρ u and the reduction step is at occurrence p. Let q be the
occurrence of a pre-redex occurring in t . The set of residuals of q after reduction step ρ, q/ρ, is defined as follows:

• if ρ is βT or βS :
– q/ρ = {q} if q is a prefix of p or q and p are incomparable;
– q/ρ = ∅ if q = p;
– q/ρ = {p · p′ · q′} if q = p · 2 · q′for some q′ and t@p·1 = λx.v, v@p′ = x;
– q/ρ = {p · q′} if q = p · 1 · 0 · q′for some q′;

• if ρ is fst:
– if t@p = µα.v and p = q · p′ (p′ possibly empty) or p and q are incomparable, then q/ρ = {q};
– if t@p = µα.v and q = p · 0 · q′, then q/ρ = {p · 0 · 0 · f (q′, p)}where f (q′, p) is defined as follows:
∗ f (ϵ, p) = ϵ
∗ f (r · 0, p) = f (r, p) · 0
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∗ f (r · 2, p) = f (r, p) · 2
∗ f (r · 1, p) = f (r, p) · 1 · 1 if t@p·r = (u)α and this occurrence of α is free in t@p·0
∗ f (r · 1, p) = f (r, p) · 1 otherwise.

More generally, given a set P of pre-redexes of aΛµ-term t and a finite reduction sequence σ from t , P/σ is defined as:

• P/ϵ = P;
• P/ρ = {p/ρ, p ∈ P};
• P/σ ; ρ = (P/σ)/ρ.

The residual of a reduction sequence σ by a reduction step ρ, σ/ρ, is defined similarly.

We now come to the proof of the theorem:

Proof (of Theorem 45). We shall show by induction on the triple made of length(σ ), the number of pre-redexes in t and the
length of a longest branch in the syntax tree of t , lexicographically ordered, that if t

st
−→σ t1 −→R t2, then t

st
−→ t2.

• If t has no head pre-redex, then t, t1 and t2 are in hnf and t = λx⃗0.µα1. . . . µαnλx⃗n.(y)v⃗0β1 . . . βmv⃗m as well as
t1 = λy⃗0.µα1. . . . µαnλy⃗n.(y)w⃗0β1 . . . βmw⃗m. Then (i) either there is no pre-redex at all (ii) or there are at least two
subterms vji, v

l
k with (i, j) ≠ (k, l) both containing pre-redexes (iii) or all pre-redexes are included in the same vji .

(i) is trivial since σ ; R is a sequence of superfluous fst-reduction which can be reordered from left to right to become
standard;

(ii) is obtained by induction since the number of pre-redexes of λx⃗0.µα1. . . . µαnλx⃗n.v
q
p (a uniform closure of the vqp)

are strictly smaller than that of t and reduction R is either superfluous or in some λx⃗0.µα1. . . . µαnλx⃗n.vnm.
(iii) is more complex since the number of pre-redex of vji is the same as that of t . But in this case, the maximal depth of

a branch of the syntax tree of vji is strictly less than t . This holds also for vji ’s closure t|ij = λx⃗0.µα1. . . . µαnλx⃗n.v
j
i .

Since σ is supposed to be standard, one can extract from σ a subreduction σ ′ such that t|ij = λx⃗0.µα1. . . .

µαnλx⃗n.v
j
i

st
−→σ ′ λy⃗0.µα1. . . . µαnλy⃗n.w

j
i = u|ij (thus length(σ ′) ≤ length(σ )). One can then reason by case on R:

– if R is a superfluous fst-reduction, it is trivial.
– Otherwise, R is internal to vji or it is a fst-reduction on aµαi of the prefix of t . In any case, it is in u|ij; One can thus

apply the induction hypothesis to t|ij and obtain a standard reduction which can then be lifted in a trivial way in
a standard reduction from t to t2.

• If t has a head pre-redex, t = λx⃗0.µα1. . . . µαnλx⃗n.(p)v⃗0β1 . . . βmv⃗m, with p a pre-redex. We reason by case on this
pre-redex and on whether a reduction is applied to this pre-redex in σ or R.

– If the pre-redex is reducedwithin σ , then the first reduction step of σ applies to pwith degree 0. Thus t −→s0 t ′
st
−→σ0

t1 −→R t2 and we can apply the induction hypothesis to t ′
st
−→σ0 t1 −→R t2 since the reduction length is smaller and

obtain t ′
st
−→σ ′ t2 and finally t

st
−→s0;σ ′ t2 by Lemma 46.

– If the pre-redex is not reduced in σ and R is not a residual of p, suppose for instance p is (λx.u)v. Then one
has t ′ = λx⃗′0.µα1. . . . µαnλx⃗n.(λx.u′)v′v⃗′0β1 . . . βmv⃗′m and redex R is within u′, v′ or some v′ji. Suppose that it is

in u′, i.e. u′ −→R u′′ (the other cases are treated in a similar way). Then t ′′ = λx⃗0.µα1. . . . µαnλx⃗n.λx.u
st
−→

λx⃗′0.µα1. . . . µαnλx⃗n.λx.u′ −→R λx⃗′0.µα1. . . . µαnλx⃗n.λx.u′′. The number of pre-redexes of t ′ is strictly smaller than

the one of t . It is thus possible to apply induction and get λx⃗0.µα1. . . . µαnλx⃗n.λx.u
st
−→ λx⃗′0.µα1. . . . µαnλx⃗n.λx.u′,

fromwhich one can obtain a standard reduction from t to t2. The caseswhen R is in v′ or v′ji or for the other pre-redexes
are similar.

– If the pre-redex is not reduced in σ and R is a residual of p by σ . Suppose for instance that p is an (S)T -pre-redex:
p = (µα.u′)v′. Then we have

t1 = λx⃗′0.µα1. . . . µαnλx⃗′n.λx.u
st
−→ λx⃗′0.µα1. . . . µαnλx⃗n.(µα.u′)v′v⃗′0β1 . . . βmv⃗′m

= λµ.(µα.u′)v′v⃗0β1 . . . βmv⃗m
−→fst λµ.(λx.µα.u′ {(V )xα/(V )α})v′v⃗0β1 . . . βmv⃗m

In this case, we have thus
t = λx⃗0.µα1. . . . µαnλx⃗n.λx.u

st
−→ λx⃗′0.µα1. . . . µαnλx⃗n.(µα.u)vv⃗0β1 . . . βmv⃗m

= λµ′.(µα.u)vv⃗0β1 . . . βmv⃗m
−→fst λµ′.(λx.µα.u {(V )xα/(V )α})vv⃗0β1 . . . βmv⃗m
−→σ/fst λµ.(λx.µα.u′ {(V )xα/(V )α})v′v⃗0β1 . . . βmv⃗m
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where σ/fst is the residual of σ after fst6 which can easily be seen to be standard (because σ is so). The situation is
very similar for the other cases of pre-redexes, the most complex one being that of an (S)S-pre-redex since there are
three possible reductions applied to p. If p = (µα.u)γ (assuming for instance that γ = α1):
∗ t1 −→βS t2 = λµ.u′ {α1/α} v⃗0β1 . . . βmv⃗m

∗ t1 −→fst t2 = λµ.(λx.µα.u′ {(V )xα/(V )α})α1v⃗0β1 . . . βmv⃗m

∗ t1 −→fst t2 = λx⃗0.λxα1 .µα1.λx⃗′1. . . . µαnλx⃗′n.(µα.u
′)xα1α1v⃗

′

0β1 . . . βmv⃗′m
In any of those three cases, one can pre-pone the reduction step R so that it starts the derivation and the residual of σ
remains standard. For instance, we have:

λx⃗0.λxα1 .µα1.λx⃗1. . . . µαnλx⃗n.(µα.u)xα1α1v⃗0β1 . . . βmv⃗m

−→
⋆
σ/βS

λx⃗0.λxα1 .µα1.λx⃗′1. . . . µαnλx⃗′n.(µα.u
′)xα1α1v⃗

′

0β1 . . . βmv⃗′m �

Non-uniqueness of standard reductions. However, standard reductions are not unique in the Λµ-calculus. Indeed, there
may exist several equivalent reduction sequences which are standard though not equal. For instance reductions shown
in Example 25 are both standard and equivalent (and there is moreover reduction σ0 : µα.(µβ.x)α −→βS µα.x −→fst
λy.µα.xwhich is also standard though not essentially standard).

We can define a notion of strong standardization which identify those various equivalent reductions. Such a strong
standardization was described in [27], following Klop [47], but is not detailed here.

Other approaches to standardization in λµ. Py studied standardization for Parigot’s λµ-calculus in his Ph.D. thesis [48].
However, his approaches cannot be generalized to theΛµ-calculus. Indeed, Py’s approach relies on the fact that it is possible
to postpone applications of βS in λµ but this does not hold inΛµ: for instance, inµβ.(µα.λx.(x)x)βλx.(x)x, the (∆)∆ loop
can appear only once a βS reduction has been applied.

As a consequence, our approach to standardization differs quite radically from his and standard reductions in Λµ have
a very different structure from that of Py. More precisely, our approach to standardization puts the emphasis on the notion
of pre-redex in defining what a head reduction is. Thanks to this we can postpone the applications of fst-reductions to the
moment when they are needed to turn a pre-redex into an actual redex while Py’s approach would do them earlier which
is not satisfactory from an operational viewpoint (in particular when one viewsΛµ as a calculus computing on streams).

5. Böhm theorem for theΛµ-calculus

The aim of this section is to show the following theorem:

Theorem 48 (Böhm Theorem for theΛµ-calculus). Let t and u be two closed Λµ-terms in canonical normal form. Then, if
t ≠Λµ u, there exists a context C such that C[t] −→⋆

Λµ 1 while C[u] −→⋆
Λµ 0.

Moreover, C can be chosen to be an applicative context, that is of the form C = []S1 . . . Skw1 . . . wl.

There are several proofs of Böhm’s theorem in the pureλ-calculus. In addition to the original article by Böhm [18], one can
consider the proofs given by Krivine [49], Ronchi della Rocca [30] or more recently the proof found by Joly in his Ph.D. [31].
Our proof is inspired by this latter proof.

An interesting point with those proofs of Böhm’s theorem is that they allow to effectively build a separating context. Not
only do they ensure that the equational theory ismaximal: they provide an algorithm to separate two non-equivalent terms.
The proof we give here forΛµwill also be constructive and we will illustrate this point by separating termsW0 and W1.

The section is organized as follows: we first describe the general idea of the proof in intuitive terms and define some
useful constructions and establish some key lemmas. We then prove the main theorem before illustrating it by separating
the counter-examples exhibited by David and Py,W0 andW1. We finally discuss connections between theΛµ-calculus and
delimited control.

5.1. How the proof is organized

Induction on the size of terms in ACNF. Given two closed terms t and u that we are willing to separate, we shall reason by
induction on the size of the terms and by case analysis on their structure. It will thus be necessary to consider the case when
the terms have free variables in order to apply the induction hypothesis. The principal case of the proof will be when t and
u are of the form: (x)T1 . . . Tmt1m+1 . . . t

k
m+1 and (y)U1 . . .Unu1

n+1 . . . u
l
n+1 (in this case, we speak of applicative canonical

normal form, ACNF).

Base case. If x ≠ y, m ≠ n or k ≠ l, we are in the case where building a separating context is easy and direct: we do not
need to rely on an induction on the subterms. The difference between the terms is at the head level and there is no need to
inspect their inner tree structure to achieve separation.

6 It amounts to replacing some βS with fst;βT ;βS sequences.
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Inductive case. Separation is more complex when x = y, m = n and k = l: in this case, we shall use induction to separate.
Indeed, we must use the fact that t ≠Λµ u to find subterms t ′ and u′ having the same position in the term trees of t and
u and which are not equivalent, then we shall separate t ′ and u′ thanks to a context C ′ and then show that one can lift the
Böhm out process between t ′ and u′ to a Böhm out for t and u themselves.

Finding non-equivalent subterms. With the λ-calculus, it is obvious that one can find such terms, but in the Λµ-calculus,
things are slightly more complex. Indeed, it could well be that we consider terms of the form (x)α and (x)yβ (or even of the
form (x)α and (x)β). In this case, even though the terms are not equivalent, there are no subterms of t ′ and u′ that can be
selected and thus no position satisfying the preceding condition since α and β (and more generally Ti and Ui) are not terms
of theΛµ-calculus.

We should have applied a fst-reduction on the binderµα andµβ when the termswere still closed (that is before starting
separation) in such a way that we would have been considering terms (x)vαα and (x)yvββ for which there is no problem
in finding subterms that one can separate. This point is formalized in the subterm lemma (Lemma 71) which shows how to
prevent the above problem.

Selecting subterms. Once two subterms t ′ and u′ have been found, one shall select them to move them in head position
and finally separate thanks to the induction hypothesis. This selection is achieved by assigning a term P to the mutual head
variable x, where P would be subterm selector (see Definition 53), written ΦP

(i,j), for terms t and u having subterms at
positions P and select subterms t ′ and u′ which are at position (i, j).

Overloading the head variable substitution. Nevertheless, it is not so simple to separate terms t and u. Indeed, in addition
to the selection of subterms t ′ and u′ by term P (which is assigned to the head variable x), we shall also separate t ′ and u′
themselves, with the constraint that variable xmay occur in these subterms. A substitution of x for some term P ′may already
have been applied during the auxiliary part of the separation work (that is the inductive case), preventing to choose freely
the subterm selector mentioned above.

We will need an auxiliary lemma to ensure that one can assign to x a term that plays both the roles (i) of selecting
particular subterms t ′ and u′ and (ii) of separating t ′ and u′; this will be the use of the parametric pair lemma (Lemma 65).
The aim of this lemma is to guarantee that it is possible to assign amore structured term to variable x (a sort of pair of terms)
without breaking the separation process that shall take place in the subterms t ′ and u′.

Applicative form transformation. Finally, we have to consider those terms which are not in the form (z)S1 . . . Sms1 . . . sk. We
will need to reduce them to the previous case in a way which is compatible with induction, that is with equal or smaller
size, and with the subterm lemma. We have to define a measure on canonical normal forms of the Λµ-calculus which is
compatible with this reduction so that the size of terms does not increase during this step. The crucial point here will be
the stratification of canonical normal forms in two layers: a layer of abstractions (λ-abstractions or µ-abstractions) and a
layer of applications (both terms and streams applications). A lemma will be dedicated to the non-increasing property of
the transformation to applicative form, Lemma 58.

5.2. Preliminary definitions

5.2.1. Size, positions and subterm selector
In this section, we introduce some definitions and particular terms and show lemmas which are needed in the proof of

the separation theorem. We first define the size of aΛµ-term that will be used for reasoning by induction.

Definition 49 (Size ofΛµ-terms, Size of Streams). We inductively define a size T on canonical normal forms of the Λµ-
calculus and a size T ′ on streams of canonical normal forms:

• T (x) = 0
• T (ΛS1 . . .ΛSk.λx1 . . . λxl.t) = 1+ T (t) if t is not an abstraction and k+ l > 0;
• T ((x)S1 . . . Smu1 . . . un) = 1+

m
i=1 T ′(Si)+

n
i=1 T (ui) if (m, n) ≠ (0, 0);

• T ′(S) =
m

i=1 T (ti) if S is the stream S = t1 . . . tmα.

In addition to the size of a term, we will need to speak precisely of subterms of certain terms (since separation is
essentially an exploration of terms). To this end, length of a stream, positions of subterms and minimal applicative contexts
are important notions.

Definition 50 (Length of a Stream, Length of an Applicative Context).

• The length of stream S = t1 . . . tnα is ♯S = n. If S = α, ♯S = 0;
• The length of applicative context C = []S1 . . . Smt1 . . . tn is ♯C = n+

m
i=1 ♯Si.

Definition 51 (Position of a Subterm). Given a term t = ΛS1 . . .ΛSk.λx1 . . . λxk′ .(x)S′1 . . . S
′

l t1 . . . tl′ , its set of positions
P (t) is defined to be {(i, j), 1 ≤ i ≤ l, 1 ≤ j ≤ ♯S′i } ∪ {(l+ 1, j), 1 ≤ j ≤ l′} and the subterm of t at position (i, j) ∈ P (t) is
the jth element of S′i if i ≤ l or tj if i = l+ 1.
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Definition 52 (Set ofΛµ-positions). A finite part P of N⋆2 is a set of Λµ-positions if the elements of P are such that if
(i, j+ 1) ∈ P with j ≥ 1, then (i, j) ∈ P .

Definition 53 (Subterm Selector, or ProjectionΦP
(i,j)). The subterm selector, or projection, written ΦP

(i,j) which must return
the subterm at position (i, j) of a term t = (x)S1 . . . Sst1 . . . tm is

ΦP
(i,j) = µα1 . . . µαi−1.λx1i . . . λx

j
i.µαi . . . µαs.λx1s+1 . . . λx

m
s+1.x

j
i

where (i, j) is in the set of positions P of term t . (Of course,ΦP
(i,j) = µα1 . . . µαs.λx1s+1 . . . λx

m
s+1.x

j
s+1 if i = s+ 1).

5.2.2. Minimal applicative contexts
Definition 54 (Applicative/Functional Canonical Normal Form). Let t be aΛµ-term in canonical normal form:

t = ΛS1 . . .ΛSk.λx1 . . . λxl.(y)S′1 . . . S
′

k′ t1 . . . tl′ .

t is said to be in applicative canonical normal form (ACNF) if (k, l) = (0, 0) and in functional canonical normal form
otherwise.

Proposition 55 (Transformation to Applicative Canonical Normal Form).

• Let t be aΛµ-term in canonical normal form. There is an applicative contextCt such thatCt [t] reduces to applicative canonical
normal form.
• Let t and u twoΛµ-terms in canonical normal form. There exists an applicative context Ct,u such that both Ct,u[t] and Ct,u[u]

reduce to applicative canonical normal forms.
• more generally, if t1, . . . tk areΛµ-terms in canonical normal form, there exists an applicative context C(ti)1≤i≤k such that for

all 1 ≤ j ≤ k, C(ti)1≤i≤k

tj

reduce to applicative canonical normal form.

Proof. The third result, which generalizes the previous two results, is shown by induction on the maximal number of
abstracted streams in head of one of the ti and then on the maximal length of the first prefix of λ in head of the ti. �

Remark 56. Notice that turning a term into applicative form can be done using left reduction.

In each case of the previous proposition, there certainly exists an applicative context ofminimal length (seeDefinition 50).
Moreover, these minimal length contexts have the same stream structure (and the stream occurring at the same position of
two contexts of minimal length have same length themselves).

There exists a minimal length applicative context ‘‘more general’’ than the others in the sense that the others are
substitution instances of the first. One calls this context the minimal applicative context associated with t and u (we define
it for two terms, but generalizing it to an arbitrary finite number of terms is done with no difficulty):

Definition 57 (Minimal Applicative Context; MAC). Given two Λµ-canonical normal forms t and u, a Minimal Applicative
Context (MAC) is a context C = []x11 . . . x1k1 α1 . . . αnx(n+1)1 . . . x(n+1)kn+1 of minimal length such that C[t] and C[u] reduce
to applicative canonical normal forms, t ′ and u′, and such that variables of C are pairwise distinct and do not interfere with
the free variables of t and u, that is the free variables of C are distinct from all free variables of t and u. t ′ and u′ are called
reduced forms of C[t] and C[u].

More precisely, given two Λµ-CNF t, u with t = ΛS1 . . .ΛSp.λx1 . . . λxp′ .(x)S′1 . . . S
′
qt1 . . . tq′ and u =

ΛP1 . . .ΛPr .λy1 . . . λyr ′ .(y)P ′1 . . .P
′
su1 . . . us′ , their minimal applicative context is an applicative context of the form:

[]x11 . . . x1k1α1 . . . αn x(n+1)1 . . . x(n+1)kn+1 such that n = max(p, r) verifying the following conditions:

• xij ≠ xkl as soon as (i, j) ≠ (k, l);
• αi ≠ αj as soon as i ≠ j;
• xij ∉ FVt((t)u) and αi ∉ FVs((t)u);
• if p = r = n, one has, for all i ≤ n, ki =max(♯Si, ♯Pi) and kn+1 =max(p′, r ′);
• if p > r , one has, for all i ≤ r , ki =max(♯Si, ♯Pi), kr+1 =max(♯Sr+1, r ′) and for all r + 1 < i ≤ n, ki = ♯Si and kn+1 = p′.

The case with p < r is symmetrical.

To ensure that induction can be applied in the proof of the main theorem, we have to check that turning terms in ACNF
does not make their sizes increase.

Proposition 58 (Transformation into ACNF is Size-decreasing). Consider two Λµ-terms t and u in canonical normal form, C
a MAC for this pair of terms and t ′ and u′ their reduced forms of C[t] and C[u] respectively. Then one has T (t ′) + T (u′) ≤
T (t)+ T (u).

Proof. We only give an idea of the proof which is not difficult. We use notation of Remark 57.
The proof is by induction on the number of streams which constitute the minimal applicative context and the length of

this context, distinguishing case when (p, p′) = (r, r ′) and cases when (p, p′) ≠ (r, r ′). According to the case, the size either
strictly decreases or is constant; see the following example. �
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Remark 59. Notice that this inequality is not strict in general even though theminimal applicative context is not trivial. For
instance, terms t = µα.λx.y and u = x admits as MAC context C = []αz which leads to terms t ′ = y and u′ = (x)αz and
the sum of sizes has not decreased.

Proposition 60. Let t and u be two canonical normal forms and let C be a minimal applicative context for t, u. Let t ′ and u′ be
the reduced forms of C[t] and C[u]. One has:

• FV ((t)u) ∩ FV (C) = ∅;
• FV ((t ′)u′) ⊆ FV ((t)u) ∪ FV (C).

Proof. Checking this fact is immediate. The inequality in the second case comes from the fact that some variables of t , u,
and C may be erased during the computation to reduced form. �

5.3. Preliminary lemmas

5.3.1. Parametric pairs
In the key part of the proof, we shall replace a term with another one which carries more information: intuitively, we

need to carry two programs p1 and p2 via the same variable x. p1 and p2 have as respective tasks what has been described in
Section 5.1. The usual way to do so in the λ-calculus is to use pairs, encoded as λx.(x)p1p2, the first component of which is
retrieved by applying the pair to 1 and the second component by applying it to 0. Here however, we need the information
not to be retrieved immediately: in addition to the two programs, the ‘‘pair’’ must record some arguments before choosing
which component to return. With this aim, a parametric structure for pairs is necessary (this is a simple extension of the
usual the λ-calculus encoding for pairs). A natural definition for such pairs is the following:

Definition 61 (⟨_, _⟩(k,l)). Let k, l ∈ N and u, v beΛµ-terms. One defines ⟨u, v⟩(k,l) as follows:

• ⟨u, v⟩(0,0) = ⟨u, v⟩0 = λz.(z)uv z ∉ FVt((u)v);
• ⟨u, v⟩(k+1,l) = µα.⟨(u)α, (v)α⟩(k,l) α /∈ FVs((u)v)
• ⟨u, v⟩(0,l+1) = λx.⟨(u)x, (v)x⟩(0,l) x /∈ FVt((u)v)
• or, more concisely, as:

⟨u, v⟩(k,l) = µα1 . . . µαk.λx1 . . . λxl.λz.((z)(u)α1 . . . αkx1 . . . xl)(v)α1 . . . αkx1 . . . xl
Still, these general pairs will not be necessary to prove Λµ-Böhm theorem. It is enough to consider only the case when

l = 0, i.e. ⟨u, v⟩(k,0) that we call parametric pairs:

Definition 62 (Parametric Pairs: ⟨_, _⟩k). Let k ∈ N and u, v beΛµ-terms. One defines ⟨u, v⟩k by induction on k as follows:

• ⟨u, v⟩0 = λz.(z)uv z /∈ FVt((u)v)
• ⟨u, v⟩k+1 = µα.⟨(u)α, (v)α⟩k α /∈ FVs((u)v)

This may be reformulated as: ⟨u, v⟩k = µα1 . . . µαk.λz.((z)(u)α1 . . . αk)(v)α1 . . . αk

Proposition 63. The following relations are satisfied:

• ⟨u, v⟩01
l
−→

⋆ u;
• ⟨u, v⟩00

l
−→

⋆ v;
• ⟨u, v⟩k+1t

l
−→

⋆
⟨(u)t, (v)t⟩k+1;

• ⟨u, v⟩k+1α
l
−→

⋆
⟨(u)α, (v)α⟩k;

• More generally, using the stream notation, one gets:
⟨u, v⟩kS1 . . . Sk1

l
−→

⋆ (u)S1 . . . Sk and ⟨u, v⟩kS1 . . . Sk0
l
−→

⋆ (v)S1 . . . Sk

Stream 1k will constantly be used to during the Böhm out phase:

Notation 64 (1k). One writes 1k for the stream []1 . . . 1α made of k occurrences of term 1: we will write (t)1k for (t)1 . . . 1α.
When we want to be fully precise (specifying the stream variable), we write 1k

α .

We now turn our attention to the parametric pairs lemma:

Lemma 65 (Parametric Pairs Lemma). Let τ , u beΛµ-terms and x, y ∈ Vt with x ∉ FVt(u).

If τ {u/x}
l
−→

⋆ y, then we have:
∃K ∈ N such that ∀k ≥ K ,∀v ∈ ΣΛµ,
∃n0 such that ∀(n1, . . . , nk+1) all greater or equal to n0,
∃(l1, . . . , lk+1) ∈ Nk+1 such that

τ {⟨u, v⟩k/x} 1n1 . . . 1nk+1 l
−→

⋆ (y)1l1 . . . 1lk+1
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τ {⟨u, v⟩k/x} 1n1 . . . 1nk+1

= (⟨u, v⟩k)S′′1 . . . S
′′
p t
′′

1 . . . t
′′
q 1

n1 . . . 1nk+1

l
−→

⋆ (⟨(u)S′′1 . . . S
′′
p t
′′

1 . . . t
′′
q , ⋆⟩k−p)1

n1 . . . 1nk+1

l
−→

⋆ (⟨(u)S′′1 . . . S
′′
p t
′′

1 . . . t
′′
q 1

n1 . . . 1nk−p , ⋆⟩0)11nk−p+1−1 . . . 1nk+1

l
−→

⋆ (u)S′′1 . . . S
′′
p t
′′

1 . . . t
′′
q 1

n1 . . . 1nk−p+1−1 . . . 1nk+1

= τu {⟨u, v⟩k/x} 1n1 . . . 1nk−p+1−1 . . . 1nk+1

l
−→

⋆ (y)1l1 . . . 1lk+1

Fig. 6. Derivation for the parametric pairs lemma.

The lemma ensures that if τ {u/x} reduces to a variable y, then for any great enough integer k and for any term v, the
parametric pair ⟨u, v⟩k will behave in the sameway as u in term τ as long as a large enough number of streams 1n have been
passed as arguments. The intuitive idea is that one can replace term u with a term carrying more information but that still
behaves as u in context τ .

Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the length of the left reduction τ {u/x}
l
−→

⋆ y and by case on the structure
of τ .

First case: τ is not in head normal form. In this case, there exists τ ′ ∈ ΣΛµ such that τ
l
−→ τ ′ and τ {u/x}

l
−→ τ ′ {u/x}

l
−→

⋆ y
since τ is not in head normal form. By induction hypothesis on τ ′, we thus obtain the result.

Second case: τ is in head normal form. In this case, τ = (z)S1 . . . Spt1 . . . tq and we have three sub-cases: either z = y, or
z = x and τ = x, or z = x and (p, q) ≠ (0, 0).

1. If z = y, the result is immediately true since τ = y.

2. If z = x and τ = x, then we have u
l
−→

⋆ y and for any (n1, . . . , nk+1) all greater than 1:

⟨u, v⟩k1n1 . . . 1nk+1 l
−→

⋆
⟨(u)1n1 . . . 1nk , (v)1n1 . . . 1nk⟩011nk+1−1

l
−→

⋆ (u)1n1 . . . 1nk+1−1

l
−→

⋆ (y)1n1 . . . 1nk+1−1

3. If z = x and τ = (x)S1 . . . Spt1 . . . tq with (p, q) ≠ (0, 0), we have of course τ {u/x}
l
−→

+

y.
In the following, let us shorten t {u/x} as t ′ and extend this notation in a similar way to stream applications in such a

way that τ {u/x} is written (u)S′1 . . . S
′
pt
′

1 . . . t
′
q.

We remark that τ {u/x} cannot be in head normal form (since the term shall reduce to y in at least one step), and
we write then τu for theΛµ-term (u)S1 . . . Spt1 . . . tq (where only the xwhich is in head position has been substituted).
Since x is not part of the free variables of u, we have the following equality: τ ′ {u/x} = τ {u/x}.

Reduction lengths associated with τ and τu are the same (the reductions are actually identical...) but contrarily to τ ,
τu is not in head normal form so that τu corresponds to the first case and it is possible to apply the induction hypothesis
to τu.

As a consequence, let us consider an integer K satisfying the condition for τu and let us define K ′ as max(K , p + 1).
We take k ≥ K ′ and v ∈ ΣΛµ. Let n0 be such as required by the statement of the lemma applied to τu and consider
now (n1, . . . , nk+1) all greater than n0. We have a reduction from τ [⟨u, v⟩k/x]1n1 . . . 1nk+1 to (y)1l1 . . . 1lk+1 for integers
l1, . . . , lk+1.

We show in Fig. 6 a derivation of τ {⟨u, v⟩k/x} 1n1 . . . 1nk+1 to (y)1l1 . . . 1lk+1 . The second component of the pair is not
shown in the figure since it is not affected by the derivation, but is written ⋆. The last step is justified by the induction
hypothesis applied to τu and the fact that k is greater than K and the n1, . . . , nk−p+1−1, . . . , nk+1 are all greater or equal
to n0. Terms written t ′′ or S′′ denote the fact that the substitution is now {⟨u, v⟩k/x} instead of {u/x}.

This concludes the proof of the lemma. �

5.3.2. Subterm lemma
Definition 66 (Subterm Condition). Two Λµ-terms t and u satisfy the subterm condition if, applied to a MAC, they reduce
to t ′ = (x)S1 . . . Sst1 . . . tm and u′ = (y)P1 . . .Ppu1 . . . un which are such that:

• (x, s,m) ≠ (y, p, n);
• or there exists a pair (i, j) ∈ P (t ′)∩P (u′) such that the subterms t ′ and u′ in position (i, j) satisfy the subterm condition.
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Notice that the subterm condition implies that terms are not equivalent, while the converse is not true: in general, non-
equivalent terms inΛµ-CNF do not satisfy the subterm condition as shown by terms (x)yα and (x)α.

In order to treat this case, we introduce a transform on terms called fst-transform. The idea of the fst-transform is to
apply one step of fst-rule to each µ-abstraction of the term under consideration. Practically, one first annotates every µ-
abstraction by working in an enlarged language defined by the following syntax:

Definition 67 (The λµ-calculus). λµ-terms are defined by the following syntax:

s, t, u, v ::= x | λx.t | µα.t | µα.t | (t)α | (t)u

Definition 68 (fst-reduction). fst-reduction is defined by the following rule:

µα.t −→fst λx.µα.t {(u)xα/(u)α} x ∉ FVt(t)

It is immediate that fst-reduction terminates and is confluent.

Definition 69 (µ-transform). Given aΛµ-term t , applying µ-transform to t produces term t inductively defined as x = x,
λx.t = λx.t , (t)u = (t)u, (t)α = (t)α, µα.t = µα.t .

One can finally define the fst-transform of aΛµ-term t:

Definition 70 (fst-transform). Given aΛµ-term t , one defines ⌈t⌉ as the fst-normal form of t .

The fst-transform of a Λµ-term amounts precisely to one application of a fst-reduction to each µ-abstraction of the
Λµ-term. Moreover, one remarks that fst-reduction is not size-increasing and thus: T (t) = T (⌈t⌉).

Lemma 71 (Subterm Lemma). Given two closedΛµ-terms t and u in canonical normal formwhich are notΛµ-equivalent, their
fst-transformations satisfy the subterm condition.

To prove the subterm lemma, we proceed by induction, strengthening the induction hypothesis in order to apply it to
subterms. We first prove the following lemma:

Lemma 72. We call (∗) the following condition on pairs of terms (t, u): t and u are such that:

(i) they are in canonical normal form;
(ii) they are notΛµ-equivalent;
(iii) every occurrence of a stream variable α, bound in t (resp. in u), occurs in a subterm of t (resp. of u) of the form

λvα.µα.C

(t ′)vαα


where the occurrences of α and vα are free in C


(t ′)vαα


and every occurrence of vα has this form.

(iv) to any occurrence of a stream variable α, free in t (resp. in u), can be associated a term variable vα , free in t (resp. in u), such
that the free occurrences of α and vα in t (resp. in u), are always of the form (t ′)vαα.

If t and u satisfy (∗), then their reduced forms t ′ and u′ obtained by applying a MAC Ct,u to t and u still satisfy (∗).

Proof. Let t = ΛS1 . . .ΛSp.λx1 . . . λxp′ .(x)S′1 . . . S
′
qt1 . . . tq′ and u = ΛP1 . . .ΛPr .λy1 . . . λyr ′ .(y)P ′1 . . .P

′
su1 . . . us′ . Let

Ct,u be a MAC for these two terms and let t ′ and u′ be their reduced forms.

• By definition of the reduced forms, t ′ and u′ satisfy condition (i) of (∗).
• Condition (ii) is obviously satisfied since t ′ =Λµ u′ would imply t =Λµ u.
• If α is a bound stream variable of t ′ (resp. of u′), it was already bound in t (resp. in u) and thus satisfied condition (iii) for

t (resp. u).
• Finally, a free stream variable α of t ′ can be of one of two types (by Lemma 60):

– either α was free in t in which case condition (iv) was satisfied in t and the application of the MAC does not change
anything since all free variables of t and u and of the MAC are disjoint;

– or α is a free variable of the MACwhich is, for instance, in the ith stream. Byminimality of Ct,u the length of this stream
must be equal either to the length of ΛSi, or to the length of ΛPi (at least one of the two exists, let us assume it is
ΛSi), that is, α will be substituted where there are occurrences of the bound stream variable of t or u which ends
ΛSi and that we will note β in the following. Since t satisfies condition (∗), and since β is bound in t , all the bound
occurrences of β in t are of the form λvβ .µβ.C


(t ′)t ′1 . . . t

′

kvββ

and λvβ receives as argument the term variable xα

which was immediately before α in the MAC. This ensures that (iv) is still satisfied for the free variable α of t ′ (resp.
u′). �

One now proves the subterm lemma:

Proof (of Lemma 71). We prove the lemma by induction on the sum of the sizes of the terms.

• If the sum of the sizes of t and u is 0, it means we have two variables and since the terms are not equivalent, the variables
are distinct and the subterm condition is fulfilled.
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• Suppose now that the result is true for all pairs of terms such that the sumof sizes is less than some integer n and consider
t and u satisfying condition (∗) such that the sum of sizes is n+ 1.

LetC be aMAC for t and u and let t ′ and u′ be the reduced forms ofC[t] andC[u]. Let us write t ′ = (x)S1 . . . Sst1 . . . tm
and u′ = (y)P1 . . .Ppu1 . . . un. If x ≠ y, s ≠ p orm ≠ n, we have the result by definition of the subterm condition. Let us
thus suppose that x = y, s = p and m = n. If there exists i ≤ s such that stream variable Si differs from stream variable
Pi then, since t ′ and u′ satisfy (∗), the terms which precedes these free variables provide a subterm which satisfies the
condition since they are distinct variables.

On the other hand, if all stream variables correspond pairwise, then one of two cases applies. First, there may exist
i ≤ s such that Si and Pi have distinct length k < l, in which case the subterm in position k satisfies the condition (in
the stream of length k, it is the variable associated with the stream variable which cannot occur anywhere else than in
the end of the stream and thus not in position k in the other stream). Otherwise, all streams have the same length in
which case there exists a position (i, j) such that terms tij and uij in these positions satisfy condition (∗) (indeed, they
are in canonical normal form, are not Λµ-equivalent and conditions (iii) and (iv) are satisfied since they are subterms
of t and u). In any case, the terms we consider satisfy (∗) and are of a strictly smaller size than t and u which allows to
apply the induction hypothesis: we have found subterms satisfying the subterm condition and thus t and u satisfy also
the subterm condition.

This ends the proof of the lemma. �

5.4. Proof of the main result

We now come to the proof of the main result:

Theorem 73 (Separation Theorem forΛµ). Let t and u be two closed Λµ-terms in canonical normal form which are not Λµ-
equivalent. There exists an applicative context C = []S1 . . . Skw1 . . . wl such that

C[t] −→⋆
Λµ 1 while C[u] −→⋆

Λµ 0

Proof. Wewill actually separate the fst-transformed ⌈t⌉ and ⌈u⌉ of t and u, whichwill be simpler since, thanks to Lemma71,
these terms satisfy the subterm condition. It is immediate to check that a separating context for these terms is also a
separating context for t and u.

Moreover, we will show that separation can be done using left reduction only. Our proof is by induction on the size of
terms and by case on their structure (in the case where terms have free variables) by overloading the induction in such a
way that three hypothesis on t and u will hold: (i) they are in canonical normal form, (ii) they are not Λµ-equivalent and
finally (iii) they satisfy the subterm condition (see Definition 66).

Our induction hypothesis will thus be:

HR(n). For any pair of terms t and u, if:

(i) the sum of the sizes of t and u is smaller or equal to n;
(ii) V = FVt((t)u);
(iii) t and u are in canonical normal form;
(iv) t ≠Λµ u;
(v) t and u satisfy the subterm condition;

then there exists a substitution σ =

−→t /−→x , x ∈ V


and a context C = []S1 . . . Skw1 . . . wl such that:

• C[tσ ]
l
−→

⋆ 1 and
• C[uσ ]

l
−→

⋆ 0.

First case. Terms t and u are of the form (x)S1 . . . Spw1 . . . wq. Let t = (x)T1 . . . Tmt1 . . . tm′ and u = (y)U1 . . .Unu1 . . . un′ .
We reason by case depending on the values of (x,m,m′) and (y, n, n′).

If x ≠ y, then let σ = {µα1 . . . µαm.λy1. . . . λym′ .1/x} {µα1 . . . µαn.λy1. . . . λyn′ .0/y}, we have tσ
l
−→

⋆ 1 while uσ
l
−→

⋆ 0.
If x = y = z but (m,m′) ≠ (n, n′), one must distinguish two sub-cases:

• m = n and m′ ≠ n′, for instancem′ < n′. (the other case is symmetrical.)
Writing Uz = µα1 . . . µαm.λz1. . . . λzn′+1.zn′+1, t ′ = t {Uz/z} and u′ = u {Uz/z}we have

((t ′)λz1. . . . λzn′−m′ .1)0n′−m′ l
−→

⋆ (λz1 . . . λzn′−m′ .1)0n′−m′ l
−→

⋆ 0

while

((u′)λz1. . . . λzn′−m′ .1)0n′−m′ l
−→

⋆ 1

and we obtain the expected result.
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• If m ≠ n, for instance if m < n. Writing Uz = µγ1 . . . µγn.λz1 . . . λzn′+1.zn′+1, t ′ = t {Uz/z}, u′ = u {Uz/z}, and
Un−m = µγ1 . . . µγn−m.λz1 . . . λzn′+1.0 we obtain the following derivation:

(t ′)Un−mγ1 . . . γn−m1n′+1

= (Uz)T
′

1 . . . T
′
mt
′

1 . . . t
′

m′Un−mγ1 . . . γn−m1n′+1

l
−→

⋆ (µγm+1 . . . µγn.λz1 . . . λzn′+1.zn′+1)t ′1 . . . t
′

m′Un−mγ1 . . . γn−m1n′+1

l
−→

⋆ (λz1. . . . λzn′+1.zn′+1)1n′+1

l
−→

⋆ 1

and on the other hand we have:

(u′)Un−mγ1 . . . γn−m1n′+1

= (Uz)U
′

1 . . .U
′
nu
′

1 . . . u
′

n′Un−mγ1 . . . γn−m1n′+1

l
−→

⋆ (λz1 . . . λzn′+1.zn′+1)u′1 . . . u
′

n′Un−mγ1 . . . γn−m1n′+1

l
−→

⋆ (Un−m)γ1 . . . γn−m1n′+1

l
−→

⋆ (λz1 . . . λzn′+1.0)1n′+1

l
−→

⋆ 0

If x = y = z and (m,m′) = (n, n′). This is the only case in which we need to use the induction hypothesis. In this case, since
(t, u) satisfies the subterm condition, we have a pair of integers (i, j) such that tij ≠Λµ uij, that tij and uij satisfy the subterm
condition, are in canonical normal form and such that the size of terms tij and uij are strictly less than the sizes of t and u.

By induction hypothesis on (tij, uij), there are terms −→w = (wx)x∈FV ((tij)uij) and
−→
V = V1 . . .VvV1 . . . Vv′ such that tij

−→w /
−→x

−→
V

l
−→

⋆ 1 and uij

−→w /
−→x

−→
V

l
−→

⋆ 0 in such away that for all variables z1, z2 wehave tij

−→w /
−→x

−→
V z1z2

l
−→

⋆ z1

and uij

−→w /
−→x

−→
V z1z2

l
−→

⋆ z2.

By noting t ′ and u′ for the terms tij

−→w /
−→x , x ≠ z

−→
V z1z2 and uij


−→w /
−→x , x ≠ z

−→
V z1z2 and as long as z1, z2 ≠ z, we

obtain t ′ {wz/z}
l
−→

⋆ z1 and u′ {wz/z}
l
−→

⋆ z2.
At this point, we have to use the parametric pairs lemma in order to pass two terms at the same time to the head variable

z: on the one hand, we need to select a term the role of which is to select subterms in position (i, j) of t and u (which shall
beΦP (t)

(i,j) )
7 and on the other hand, we need a term the role of which will be to separate terms tij and uij.

By applying Lemma 65 (that is the parametric pairs lemma) to t ′ and u′ with wz and z, we find an integer K (the max of
the integers for t ′ and u′) such that for all k ≥ K and for all large enough (k1, . . . , kQ), there exist (l1, . . . , lQ) and (l′1, . . . , l

′
Q)

such that:

t ′ {⟨wz,Φ⟩k/z} 1k1 . . . 1kQ
l
−→

⋆ (z1)1l1 . . . 1lQ and

u′ {⟨wz,Φ⟩k/z} 1k1 . . . 1kQ
l
−→

⋆ (z2)1l′1 . . . 1l′Q

This can also be written (withw′x equal towx except if x = z in which casew′z = ⟨wz,Φ⟩k):

tij

−→
w′/
−→x


−→
V z1z21k1 . . . 1kQ

l
−→

⋆ (z1)1l1 . . . 1lQ and

uij


−→
w′/
−→x


−→
V z1z21k1 . . . 1kQ

l
−→

⋆ (z2)1l′1 . . . 1l′Q

We now define ψ1 = µα1 . . . µαQ.1 and ψ0 = µα1 . . . µαQ.0 and we consider:

t

−→
w′/
−→x


−→
V ψ1ψ01k1 . . . 01kk−m−v+1 . . . 1kQ

= ⟨wz,Φ⟩kT
′

1 . . . T
′
mt
′

1 . . . t
′

m′
−→
V ψ1ψ01k1 . . . 01kk−m−v+1 . . . 1kQ

and the corresponding term for u.

7 Note that by induction hypothesis, we have P (t) = P (u).
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C

Wy


= (Wy)P x0x1α0α1α
= (λx.µα.((x)µγ .(x)U0yα)U0α)P x0x1α0α1α

l
−→

⋆ ((P ) µγ .(P ) Ux1yx0x1α) Ux1x0x1α0α1α
l
−→

⋆
⟨⋆, ((λx.µα.x) µγ .(P ) Ux1yx0x1α) Ux1x0x1α⟩0 0α1α

l
−→

⋆ ((λx.µα.x) µγ .(P ) Ux1yx0x1α) Ux1x0x1αα1α
l
−→

⋆ (µγ .(P ) Ux1yx0x1α) α1α
l
−→

⋆ (P ) Ux1yx0x1α1α
l
−→

⋆
⟨(λz0, z1.µα.µβ.z1) Ux1yx0x1α, ⋆⟩0 1α

l
−→

⋆ (λz0, z1.µα.µβ.z1) Ux1yx0x1αα
l
−→

⋆ y

Fig. 7. Separating derivation for David & Py counter-example.

We can finally exhibit the derivation from C[t] to 1 in this case: (the left component of the pair is not shown to save
space and because it does not play any significant role in this part of the computation)

t

−→
w′/
−→x


−→
V ψ1ψ01k1 . . . 1kk−m−v01kk−m−v+1 . . . 1kQ

l
−→

⋆
⟨⋆, (Φ)T ′1 . . . T

′
mt
′ 1
m+1 . . . t

′ m′
m+1
−→
V ψ1ψ01k1 . . . 1kk−m−v ⟩001kk−m−v+1 . . . 1kQ

l
−→

⋆ ΦT ′1 . . . T
′
mt
′ 1
m+1 . . . t

′ m′
m+1
−→
V ψ1ψ01k1 . . . 1kQ

l
−→

⋆ (t ′ij)
−→
V ψ1ψ01k1 . . . 1kk−m−v+1 . . . 1kQ

l
−→

⋆ (ψ1)1l1 . . . 1lQ

l
−→

⋆ 1

The derivation from C[u] to 0 is similar.

Second case:. At least one of t or u is not of the form (x)S1 . . . Spw1 . . . wq.
By placing both terms in a minimal applicative context, they reduce to terms t ′ and u′ which are ACNF, satisfying the

subterm condition and such that T (t)+ T (u) ≥ T (t ′)+ T (u′), so that we reduced this case to the previous case. �

5.5. Separating David & Py’s counter-examples

In order to illustrate our result, we exhibit the separating context for terms W0 and W1 which were witnesses of the
failure of separation in the article by David & Py. We will show how it is possible to have term

Wy = λx.µα.((x)µγ .(x)U0yα)U0α

reduce to variable y in a context C, so thatW0 will reduce to 0 andW1 to 1 in this context.
We write P for the pair ⟨λz0, z1.µα.µβ.z1, λx.µα.x⟩1. The separating context is

C = ([])P x0x1α0α1α

(this context is a slightly simplified version of the context which can be extracted from the proof, but still having the same
shape; k0 could be set to 0 but we keep it precisely to preserve the general shape of the context).

The separation process is described in the derivation of Fig. 7.

5.6. Λµ-Böhm theorem and delimited control

Delimited control. Wementioned in the introductory section Danvy and Filinski’s shift/reset operators [15]). The syntax
is extended with two constructions:

t, u ::= . . . ⟨⟩t | Sk.t

where Sk.t binds the free occurrences of k in t . Their reduction semantics can be formally described as follows (E is an
evaluation context while F is a non-delimited context — no reset is encountered on the path to the hole):

E[⟨F [Sk.t]⟩] −→ E[⟨t {λx.⟨F [x]⟩/k}⟩]
⟨V ⟩ −→ V

shift/reset operators allow to delimit which part of the continuation shall be captured and they also allow to compose
the continuations (see Fig. 8).
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1+ ⟨2 ∗ Sk.(k)3+ (k)4⟩ ⋆2∗[] , λx.⟨2 ∗ x⟩
→ 1+ ⟨(⋆2∗[])3+ (⋆2∗[])4⟩
→ 1+ ⟨⟨2 ∗ 3⟩ + ⟨2 ∗ 4⟩⟩
→

⋆ 1+ ⟨⟨6⟩ + ⟨8⟩⟩ →⋆ 1+ ⟨14⟩
→

⋆ 15

1+ ⟨2 ∗ Sk.(k)(k)3+ (k)4⟩
→ 1+ ⟨(⋆2∗[])(⋆2∗[])3+ (⋆2∗[])4⟩
→ 1+ ⟨(⋆2∗[])⟨6⟩ + (⋆2∗[])4⟩
→

⋆ 1+ ⟨⟨12⟩ + ⟨8⟩⟩
→

⋆ 21

Fig. 8. Two examples of the use of shift/reset.

The Λµ-calculus, a CBN calculus of delimited control. Herbelin and Ghilezan [19] evidenced that the Λµ-calculus is a call-
by-name calculus with delimited continuations (in the spirit of Danvy and Filinski’s shift/reset operators [15]) using the
λµtp-calculus as a mediator between Danvy–Filinski’s CBV calculi and the Λµ-calculus. Actually, the separation theorem
forΛµ can also be seen as evidencing this fact.

Böhm theorem for theΛµ-calculus is due to the fact that theΛµ-calculus admits more contexts than Parigot’s original
calculus allowing for a more powerful exploration of terms than in the λµ-calculus. Typical contexts used in the separation
proofs are []u1 . . . umβuv1 . . . vnβv . This exploits the fact that a context of the form []u1 . . . umβu delimits the part of the
environment that can be passed through the left-most µ-abstracted variable (i.e. α) when term µα.µα′.t is placed in the
hole.

As a result, one can access to the secondµ-abstracted variable α′ thanks to the second portion of the context, v1 . . . vnβv .
This observation is very much of the same nature as the one by Herbelin and Ghilezan [19] who first evidenced strong

connections between the Λµ-calculus and calculi with delimited continuations using the λµtp-calculus (where tp is
dynamically bound, see [19]):

Σλµtp t, u ::= x | λx.t | (t)u | µq.c c ::= [q]t q ::= α | tp
In its call-by-value version, λµtp is equivalent to Danvy–Filinski’s shift/reset operators while in its call-by-name

version the calculus is equationally correspondent to Λµ. This led Herbelin & Ghilezan to assert that Λµ is a CBN calculus
of delimited control, providing an additional evidence of the striking difference between this calculus and λµ.

These connections between theΛµ-calculus anddelimited control are an additional evidence that, as a Böhm-completion
of Parigot’s λµ-calculus, the Λµ-calculus is very different from its predecessor. Still, the literature in the last 20 years
produced several variants of the λµ-calculus. The connections between the Λµ-calculus and these variants are subject
of [45]. More recently, another line of work started with the investigation of the Curry–Howard correspondence between
classical sequent calculus and λµµ̃ by Curien and Herbelin [50]. The use of sequent calculus allows to exhibit deep dualities
between call-by-name and call-by-value which are made visible in the calculus thanks to a critical pair (the full calculus
is non-deterministic and only its fragments give rise to calculi that are well-behaved). The study of sequent-style λ-calculi
resulted in [19].

5.7. Concluding remarks

Stream interpretation. The operational intuition that we used during the proof of separation was built on the stream
interpretation, in particular on the fact that streams can carry an arbitrary large number of terms.

On the other hand, the stream notation has greatly simplified the notations, allowing to bemore concise while remaining
as precise. Still, this is only a meta-notation and streams do not have, in theΛµ-calculus, any strong formal status.

In particular, feeding a stream abstraction, µα, with an argument is done element by element, and not a full stream at
once. Onemight on the contrary be willing to develop a calculus of streams, having a real way to build streams and in which
one might consider reductions such as:

(Λα.t)S −→ t {S/α}

Another strategy to recover separation for the λµ-calculus? We have analyzed previously various heuristics for trying to
recover separation in a calculus in which the property fails to hold. We chose to enlarge the set of contexts so that the
resulting calculus has a stronger term-exploration power. This approach could have failed in the sense that by enlarging the
set of contexts, one also was enlarging the set of terms to separate making it required to find a balance: the added contexts
to restore separation of λµ shall separate not only λµ-terms, but also terms of the new calculus.

We could have followed another direction consisting in adding new reductions, or new equivalences, without changing
the syntax of terms, in such a way to allow the equational theory of =λµη′ to coincide with the operational equivalence.
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WC
y = λx.µα.(x)


C


µβ.(x)


µδ.(0)α
y
α



µδ.(0)α
α

Fig. 9. Generalized counter-example (C is any context with one hole).

Of course, in this case also there is a risk to enlarge the operational equivalence while changing the equational theory, but,
more fundamentally, this direction may not be fruitful. Here are some arguments in this direction, without formal results
though, which lead us to think the second direction would be fruitless.

The term of Fig. 9 is a generalized version of David and Py’s counter-exampleWy. Whatever the contextC parameterizing
WC

y is, if the resulting term is in canonical normal form,we have another counter-example to separation by directly adapting
David and Py’s result.

As a result, one can hide the cause of non-separation anywhere in the term. This means that a reduction or equivalence,
which equates termsWC

0 andWC
1 , should be able to analyze the global structure of terms. Such syntactical equivalences are

extremely complex to design. An option would be a reduction of the form µα.C[(t)α] −→ t but in addition to producing
free variables (some variables of t might be bound inC), themain inconvenience is to be strongly non-deterministic, making
the equational theory most probably trivial. In this direction, one can consider the case of the λµ++-calculus [51], cited in
conclusion of David and Py’s article [2], which contains equivalences of the form:

w =S6 µα.(α((λx, y.y)(αw)))
=Cλ µα.(α(λy.y))
=Cλ µα.(α((λx, y.y)(αv)))
=S6 v

for v,w arbitrary terms containing no free variable α.
We suggest the following conjecture:

Conjecture 74. There is no way to recover separation in the λµ-calculus in Σλµ syntax by enlarging the computational
equivalence thanks to new reasonable reductions, unless by equating all terms in the language.

Other separation proofs. Joly’s proof technique differs from more standard proof techniques closer to Böhm’s original proof
technique [49]. Böhm theorem in theΛµ-calculus can also be shown by more standard means, using a notion ofΛµ-Böhm
transform which shall be defined as:

Definition 75 (Λµ-Böhm Transform). AΛµ-Böhm transform is an application fromΛµ-terms toΛµ-terms which is built
by composing elementaryΛµ-Böhm transforms of the form (u ∈ Λµ, x ∈ Vt and α, β ∈ Vs):

• BT
u(t) = (t)u

• BS
α(t) = (t)α

• BT
u/x(t) = t {u/x}

• BS
uβ/α(t) = t {(v)uβ/(v)α}.

6. Böhm-like trees forΛµ

In this section, we consider Böhm-like trees for theΛµ-calculus. Our aim in doing so is to make clearer the connections
between the Λµ-calculus and transfinitary λ-calculi, to get more precise characterizations of separability for non-
normalizing terms, thanks to their Nakajima trees. Moreover, those Böhm trees (and their corresponding Nakajima trees,
Λµ-NT) are a first step toward building a Böhmmodel for theΛµ-calculus.

In addition,we believe that these Böhm trees can be helpful in characterizing differences between languages by analyzing
their characteristic ordinal. This might be a starting point for classifying the expressivity of those calculi by means of
infinitary calculi (and to study the frontier between the Λµ-calculus and the λµ-calculus, that is between delimited and
non-delimited control in CBN).

We first characterize solvability, then consider what is the stable information in a Λµ-hnf. This will lead us to the
definition of Λµ-Böhm trees that we shall then refine in Λµ-Nakajima trees. Finally, we will consider extensions of those
trees.

6.1. Solvability

We shall now characterize solvability in theΛµ-calculus.
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Definition 76 (Stream Applicative Context). Stream applicative contexts are of the form

S ::= []t11 . . . t
1
n1α1 . . . tk1 . . . t

k
nkαk

They are defined by:

S ::= [] | (S′)α
S′ ::= S | (S′)t

Definition 77. t ∈ ΣΛµ closed is solvable if there exists a stream applicative context S such that S[t] −→⋆
βfst λx.x. t ∈ ΣΛµ

is solvable if its closure is solvable.

The following theorem will be useful for characterizing solvability:

Theorem 78. Let t ∈ Σ c
Λµ. There exists a terminating head reduction path of t if, and only if, t has a head normal form.

Proof. ⇒ is trivial. For the converse implication, let us suppose t has a hnf h and consider a standard reduction sequence
σ = (ti)0≤i≤n to h: t −→⋆

s h. Since σ is standard, σ begins possiblywith some head reduction steps and as soon as ti −→ ti+1
is an internal reduction, all remaining reductions are internal, so that t −→⋆

h u −→⋆
i h.

Suppose u is not in hnf. By Lemma 41, the degree of the reduction step from u is necessarily greater or equal to 1 and
so are all the reduction steps from u to h since the reduction is standard. This contradicts the fact that h is in hnf since the
residual of the head pre-redex in u by reduction u −→⋆

i hwould be a head pre-redex in h.
t −→⋆

h u is a (finite) head reduction path for t . �

Corollary 79. Let t, u ∈ ΣΛµ, α ∈ VS , x ∈ VT .

• t has a hnf if, and only if, λx.t has a hnf;
• if (t)u, (t)α, t {u/x} or t {(v)uα/(v)α} has a hnf, then t has a hnf.

Lemma 80. Let t, u ∈ ΣΛµ, α ∈ VS , x ∈ VT .

• t ∈ ΣΛµ is solvable if, and only if, there exists a family (tx)x∈FVT (t) inΣ
c
Λµ and a family of vectors of closedΛµ-terms (t⃗α)α∈FVS (t)

and a closed stream applicative context S such that:

S

t {tx/x}


(v)t⃗αα/(v)α


−→

⋆ λx.x;

• t is solvable if, and only if, λx.t is solvable if, and only if, µα.t is solvable.
• If t is unsolvable then (t)u, (t)α, λx.t, µα.t, t {u/x} and t {(v)uα/(v)α} are also unsolvable.

Theorem 81 (Solvability). t ∈ Σ c
Λµ is solvable if, and only if, it has a hnf.

Proof. ⇒ Suppose that t is solvable andS is a streamapplicative context such thatu = S

t ′

−→

⋆ λx.x for t ′ = λx1 . . . λxn.t
the closure of t . Thus u has a hnf and t as well by Lemma 80.
⇐ Suppose t −→⋆ λx⃗0.µα0. . . . µαn−1.λx1n . . . x

k
n.(x

j
i)t⃗1β1 . . . t⃗mβmt1 . . . t l.

Then if S = []u⃗0α0 . . . αn−1u1
n . . . u

k
nαn with uj

i = µγ1 . . . γm+1.λx.x, one gets S[t] −→⋆ λx.x. �

6.2. Stable part of aΛµ-hnf

Definition 82. A Λµ-term t will be said in stream head normal form, shnf , when it is of the form h = λx⃗0.µα0 . . .
λx⃗n.µαn.(y)t⃗0β0 . . . t⃗mβm.

Remark 83. EveryΛµ-hnf t isηS-equivalent to an shnf u. More precisely, if t is a hnf, there exists a shnf u such that u −→=ηS t
(i.e. 0 or 1 reduction step).

An important property of hnf in the λ-calculus is the following: if t = λx1 . . . λxn.(y)t1 . . . tm, thenm, n and ywill remain
identical on any β-reduction sequence of term t: if t −→⋆

β u, then there exist u1 . . . um such that ti −→⋆
β ui, for any

1 ≤ i ≤ m and u = λx1 . . . λxn.(y)u1 . . . um.
Such a property cannot be directly transferred to the Λµ-calculus. Indeed, because of fst-reduction, the size of vectors

of variables x⃗i is not constant along βfst-reduction sequences from aΛµ-hnf h (actually the size of vectors t⃗i is not constant
either). The following example makes this clear:

t = λx.µα.λy.(x)αyα −→⋆
fst λx.λx1 . . . xn.µα.λy.(x)x1 . . . xnαyx1 . . . xnα

However, one can find a corresponding property which is stated in the following proposition:
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Proposition 84. Let t ∈ Σ c
Λµ.

Suppose that t −→⋆
βfst h with h = λx⃗0.µα0 . . . µαn.λx1n+1 . . . x

k
n+1.(y)t⃗0β0 . . . βmt1m+1 . . . t

l
m+1, then n,m, k, l and y are

characteristic of the head normal forms of t:
if t −→⋆

βfst h′ with h′ = λx⃗′0µα
′

0 . . . µα
′

n′λx
′1
n′+1 . . . x

′k′
n′+1.(z)u⃗0β

′

0 . . . β
′

m′u
1
m′+1 . . . u

l′
m′+1 then m = m′, n = n′, k = k′,

l = l′ and y = z.8 Moreover, if h −→⋆
βfst h

′, then h′ is

λx⃗0.λ ⃗xα0 .µα
′

0 . . . λx⃗n.λ ⃗xαn .µα
′

nλx
1
n+1 . . . x

k
n+1.(y)t⃗

′

0 ⃗xβ0β
′

0 . . . t⃗ ′m ⃗xβmβ
′

mt
′1
m+1 . . . t

′ l
m+1

with t⃗j = t1j . . . t
lj
j , t⃗
′

j = t ′1j . . . t
′
lj
j , for 0 ≤ j ≤ m and tkj


(u)x⃗αiα

′

i/(u)αi, i ≤ n

−→

⋆
βfst t ′kj for 0 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ lj or

j = m+ 1 and 1 ≤ k ≤ l.

Proof. By induction on the length of the reduction sequences, supposed to be standard. For instance, in the last case, all
reductions are either fst-reduction on the abstraction prefix of the term or they are internal to the t ji . Those fst-reductions
can be anticipated resulting exactly in the reductions tkj


(u)x⃗αiα

′

i/(u)αi, i ≤ n

−→

⋆
βfst t

′k
j applied from left to right. �

6.3. Λµ-Böhm trees

The previous property characterizes the stable information in aΛµ-hnf: up to possible fst-reductions,Λµ-head normal
forms have essentially the same properties as λ-calculus hnf. In particular, to construct a Böhm-like tree structure for the
Λµ-calculus, one shall have an object that:

• records the relevant information onΛµ-hnf: (n, k) for the head abstractions, the head variable y, and the pair (m, l) for
the sons of the head;
• is invariant by fst-reduction.

The following three observations lead us to the definition of the class of trees that will be calledΛµ-Böhm trees:

• applying a fst-reduction to a hnf does not modify the five characteristic elements of the hnf mentioned in Proposition 84;
• an arbitrary (finite) number of fst-reductions can be applied to any term containing a µ-abstraction so that in the head

abstraction of a head normal form, a µ can be preceded by an arbitrary number of λ and in the argument branching, a
stream application construction can be preceded by an arbitrary number of term applications;
• any ordinal λ ∈ ω2 is exactly characterized by a pair of natural numbers (n, k) such that λ = ω · n+ k.

These remarks suggest that we choose, in order to build Λµ-Böhm trees, the limit of iterating fst-reductions. The class
of trees described in the next definition builds on this idea.

Definition 85 (Λµ-BT). Böhm trees for theΛµ-calculus (B ∈ Λµ-BT) are (coinductively) defined as follows:

B ::= Ω | Λ(xi)i∈µ.(y)(Bj)j∈λ with µ, λ ∈ ω2

One can now associate a Λµ-BT to any (closed) Λµ-term thanks to the following definition (we assume that for each
β ∈ VS we have an associated family of term variables (xiβ)i∈ω which is not used elsewhere):

Definition 86. Given t ∈ ΣΛµ, we define BTt ∈ Λµ-BT as:

• BTt := Ω if t is unsolvable;
• BTt := Λ(zi)i∈µ.(y)(BTuj)j∈λ

if t −→⋆
βfst λx⃗1µα1 . . . µαnλ ⃗xn+1.(y)t⃗1β1 . . . βm ⃗tm+1

with x⃗p = x1p . . . x
kp
p if 1 ≤ p ≤ n+ 1, and t⃗p = t1p . . . t

lp
p if 1 ≤ p ≤ m+ 1

and with µ = ω · n+ kn+1 and λ = ω ·m+ lm+1,

– zω·p+j =


xj+1p+1 if 0 ≤ p ≤ n, 0 ≤ j < kp+1
x
j−kp+1
αp+1 if 0 ≤ p < n, kp+1 ≤ j < ω

– uω·p+j =


t j+1p+1 if 0 ≤ p ≤ m, 0 ≤ j < lp+1
x
j−lp+1
βp+1

if 0 ≤ p < m, lp+1 ≤ j < ω.

Remark 87. The Böhm tree of a Λµ-term can also be obtained using direct approximants and by completely (that is,
infinitely) developing the µ-abstractions thanks to fst.

8 In the case of y = z, we mean that they are bound by the same abstraction.
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Example 88. Let t = µα.λx.µβ.λy.((x)y ((∆)∆)β) β .
BTt = Λ(zi)i∈ω·2+1.(zω)(Bj)j∈ω with

• B0 = zω·2,
• B1 = Ω (since (∆)∆β is unsolvable) and
• Bj+1 = zω+j for 1 ≤ j < ω.

To be more precise,Λµ-Böhm trees can also be introduced as maps from a set of finite sequences of ordinals in ω2, Sω
2
,

to the nodes of the previously considered tree. The difference with the previous presentation is essentially on howwe treat
the undefinedness cases.

Definition 89 (Head Normal Paths). Consider a Λµ-term t . A head normal path is a finite sequence p of ordinals in ω2

(p ∈ Sω
2
). The subterm of t pointed by the head normal path p, denoted as t@p, is defined as:

• t@ϵ = t;
• t@p · (ω · k+ l) = t lk if t@p = λx⃗0.µα0 . . . µαn−1λx⃗n.(y)t00 . . . t

k0
0 β0 . . . βm−1t0m . . . t

km
m and k ≤ m, l ≤ kk;

• t@p is undefined otherwise.

In the following, we assume an enumeration of Vt as x(p,λ), p ∈ Sω
2
, λ ∈ ω2

Definition 90 (Böhm Trees). Consider a closedΛµ-term t . The Böhm tree for t , BTt , is a function from Sω
2
to labels of the

formΛ(xi)i∈λ∈ω2 .y orΩ defined as follows:

• BTt(p) = Λ(x(p,i))i∈µ.x(q,λ) if ∃u st. t −→⋆
βfst u, u@p = λx⃗0.µα0 . . . µαn−1λx0n . . . x

kn
n .(y)u⃗0β0 . . . βm−1u⃗m, where y is

bound in u by the abstraction prefix of u@q, q being prefix of p, that is with u@q = λy00 . . . λy
k0
0 .µγ0 . . . µγk−1λy

0
k . . . λy

kk
k .

(z)u⃗′0δ0 . . . δl−1u⃗′m (q prefix of p) with y = yji, µ = ω · n+ k and λ = ω · i+ j;
• BTt(p) = Ω otherwise.

Proposition 91. The map considered in the previous definition is well-defined. Indeed, whatever term u satisfying the condition
of the definition we choose, we obtain the same p, µ, q, λ and thus associate the same label.

Proof. This is immediate by Proposition 84. �

6.4. Nakajima trees for theΛµ-calculus

Nakajima trees are infinite η-expanded Böhm trees: Böhm trees are indeed not extensional. One can associate to any
closedΛµ-term an infinite tree called a Nakajima tree:

Definition 92 (Λµ-NT). Nakajima trees for theΛµ-calculus (N ∈ Λµ-NT) are (coinductively) defined as follows:

N ::= Ω | Λ(xi)i∈ω2 .(y)(Nj)j∈ω2

One can associate aΛµ-NT to aΛµ-term by considering its stream head normal form (see Definition 82) and the infinite
ηS-expansions of this shnf, associating an element ofΛµ-NT in much the same way as in Definition 86. More formally, the
following definition describes the Nakajima tree of a Λµ-term t as a function from Sω

2
to variables (the abstraction prefix

required for Böhm trees (see Definition 90) is not needed anymore because of the infinite ηS-expansion):

Definition 93 (Nakajima Trees). Consider a closedΛµ-term t . The Nakajima tree for t , NTt , is a function from Sω
2
to term

variables, which is defined as follows:

• NTt(p) = x(q,λ) if ∃u ∈ Σ c
Λµ such that t =Λµ u, u@p = λx⃗0.µα0 . . . µαn−1λx0n . . . x

kn
n .(y)u⃗0β0 . . . βm−1u⃗m, where y is

bound in u by the abstraction prefix of u@q, q being prefix of p, that is with u@q = λy00 . . . λy
k0
0 .µγ0 . . . µγk−1λy

0
k . . . λy

kk
k .

(z)u⃗′0δ0 . . . δl−1u⃗′m with y = yji and λ = ω · i+ j;
• NTt(p) = Ω otherwise.

Notice that the essential difference between Definitions 90 and 93 is the replacement of −→⋆
βfst with =Λµ. Well-

definedness of the map described in 93 is obtained similarly as for Definition 90. The following definition and theorem
extend to theΛµ-calculus results by Joly.

Definition 94 (Compatibility ofΛµ-Nakajima Trees). The Nakajima trees of two terms t and u, NTt and NTu, are said
compatible if ∀p ∈ Sω

2
, either NTt(p) = NTu(p) or NTt(p) = Ω or NTu(p) = Ω .

The following theorem shows that separation by stream applicative contexts exactly corresponds to non-compatibility of
their respective Nakajima trees: In particular, this characterization is valid for any pair of closed terms, not only for normal
or normalizable terms.
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Theorem 95. Given two closedΛµ-terms t, u, there exists a stream applicative context S such that

S[t] −→⋆
Λµ λx.λy.x and S[u] −→⋆

Λµ λx.λy.y if, and only if, NTt and NTu are not compatible

Proof. We simply sketch the proof here.
⇐ This direction is obtained by an easy modification of our proof of the separation theorem. Indeed, let p ∈ Sω

2
be

such that NTt(p) ≠ NTu(p) while both are different fromΩ . Then it means that ∃t ′, u′ such that t −→⋆
βfst t

′, u −→⋆
βfst u

′,
and t ′@p, u′@p are both defined and in head normal form. If we reconsider our proof of separation, it only uses the head
structure (and the number of arguments of the head variables). The proof thus provides a stream applicative context S such
that S


t ′

−→

⋆
Λµ 1 and S


u′


−→

⋆
Λµ 0.

⇒ For this direction, suppose that NTt and NTu are compatible and that there exists a separating stream applicative
context S, that is, S is such that S[t] −→⋆

Λµ 1 and S[u] −→⋆
Λµ 0.

The separating context S induces an exploration of t and u which can be characterized as the following sets of
occurrences9:

Expu = {p ∈ Occ(u) such that S(u[p← (∆)∆]) −̸→⋆ 1}
Expt = {p ∈ Occ(t) such that S(t[p← (∆)∆]) −̸→⋆ 0}
Exptu = Expu ∪ Expt

The previously defined sets induce as well finite parts of trees NTt and NTu which are explored thanks to the separating
context S. This is defined as St = φt(Expt) with φt : Expt → Sω

2
a map such that φt(p) = p′, with p′ satisfying the

following condition: (i)NTt(p′) ≠ Ω (ii)NTt[p←(∆)∆](p′) = Ω and (iii) p′ is the shortest possible and among the shortest the
lexicographically smallest. Similarly, one considers amapφu : Expu → Sω

2
and definesSu asφu(Expu). Finally,St,u = St∪Su.

Because St,u ⊂fin Sω
2
, it is possible to find both t ′ and u′ such that t =Λµ t ′ and u =Λµ u′ and t ′ and u′ can be used in the

definition of NTt and NTu at any p ∈ St,u ⊂fin Sω
2
. Since the trees are compatible, t ′ and u′ agree on St,u and it results from

this that S

t ′

and S


u′


cannot return different results in such a situation, nor can S[t] and S[u] which is a contradiction. �

6.5. BeyondΛµ-Böhm trees

In this paragraph, we briefly describe Böhm trees for the stream hierarchy which has been introduced in [52] as a
generalization of the Λµ-calculus which is a call-by-name version of the CPS hierarchy. Terms of the stream hierarchy
are defined using abstractions and variables with levels:

ΣΛn t, u ::= x0 | λ0x.t | (t)u | λix.t | (t)xi for any 0 < i ≤ n
(λ0x.t)u −→β0 t


u/x0


(λix.t)yi −→β i t


yi/xi


if 0 < i ≤ n

λix.(t)xi −→ηi t if xi ∉ FV (t), 0 ≤ i ≤ n
λix.t −→fsti/j λjx.λix.t


(v)xjxi/(v)xi


if xj ∉ FV (t) and 0 ≤ j < i ≤ n

Böhm trees for the hierarchy generalize uniformlyΛµ-Böhm trees:

Definition 96. Λn-BT are defined by the following inductive definition:

B ::= Ω | Λ(xi)i∈µ∈ωn+1 .(y)(Bj)j∈λ∈ωn+1

In a very similar way, we could straightforwardly extend Definition 90. Notice that the previous definition extends the
definition forΛµ-Böhm trees (n = 1) as well as for λ-Böhm trees (n = 0).

7. Conclusion and perspectives

Contributions of the paper. Themajor contribution of this paper is the introduction of a Böhm-complete extension of the λµ-
calculus and the proof of Böhm theorem. This result offers a new perspective on classical λ-calculi. Indeed theΛµ-calculus
naturally extends Parigot’s calculus while being Böhm complete. Nevertheless, the Λµ-calculus is definitely a different
calculus as emphasized by its connections with delimited control. Moreover, Λµ has very good properties, some of which
were established in the present paper.

We also think that the paper clarified some of the connections of theΛµ-calculus with infinitary calculi. This is actually
an exciting direction of future works: ongoing works with Gaboardi tend to show that the Λµ-calculus is indeed a core
stream calculus.

An interesting aspect with the Λµ-calculus is its modularity: in [52], it was fairly simple to extend the Λµ-calculus to
a complete hierarchy of call-by-name delimited control calculi. The present article also describes how to extendΛµ-Böhm
trees to this hierarchy.

9 u[p← t] is the usual notion of substitution at a given occurrence adapted from the λ-calculus.
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A new look at the failure of separation in the λµ-calculus. Λµ-Böhm trees shed a new light on the failure of separation in
Parigot’s calculus. Indeed, Λµ-BT for λµ-terms have (up to finitely many ηS-expansions, which corresponds to replacing
hnf by shnf in the definition of the Böhm trees) the following particularly constrained shape:

Bλµ
::= Ω | x | Λ(xi)i∈ω.(y)(B

λµ

j )j∈ω

One can observe that there is no freedom on the arity (of the branching) in these Böhm trees: the index is always ω and
the arities are thus forced to match the size of the family of variable involved in the abstractions. This is, in our opinion,
the deep reason for the failure of separation in the λµ-calculus. Below, we show a classification of several calculi (or logical
formalisms) depending on

• whether they have an arity-matching constraint. By arity matching, we mean the fact that a function of arity n always
receives the expected number of arguments, no more, no less. Examples of calculi satisfying this constraint other than
Bλµ are ABT or Ludics.
• whether they are linear or not. Linearity denotes here the constraint to have only a single occurrences of each variables

and the impossibility to reuse variables multiple times. Ludics is an example of a linear framework.
• whether they have separation or not.

Calculus Arity matching Linear Separation (Ref)
λ-calculus No No Yes [18]
λµ-calculus Yes No No [2]
Λµ-calculus No No Yes [26]
ABT Yes No No [53]
CPS∞ Yes No No [54]
Ludics Yes Yes Yes [33]
(Λn)n∈ω No No Yes [52]

ABT denotes Curien’s Abstract Böhm Trees [55], CPS∞ denotes an infinitary language studied by Streicher and Loew [54]
andΛn the languages of the Stream hierarchy [52]. Interestingly one observes that, in all these calculi, Separation fails when
arities match and the calculus is non-linear.

Perspectives and future works. The present work is connected with several other works:

• Lassen [56] provided, using [26], a study of bisimulation relations in theΛµ-calculus in which he proposed head normal
forms for the Λµ-calculus as well as a characterization of solvability using this bisimilarity. Though, Lassen’s hnf are
slightly different from the hnf we discussed here;
• Loew [54] studied an infinitary version of SPCF , SPCF∞, as well as an infinitary target language, CPS∞. In particular,

separation fails in CPS∞. Interestingly, infinite normal forms of CPS∞ are very closely related with λµ-BT.

Several other directions for future work are exciting:

• Λµ-Böhm trees open perspectives for building models of theΛµ-calculus;
• SomeΛµ-BT are not obtained as the Böhm tree of aΛµ-term (a phenomenonwhich is already observedwith Nakajima

trees for the λ-calculus). We shall characterize thoseΛµ-Böhm trees which are the image of aΛµ-term;
• The geometry of the Böhm trees introduced in the present paper seems to say a lot about the relationships between

various languages. In particular, we plan to investigate the frontier between delimited and non-delimited control thanks
to these tools.
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